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EGYPT - A TOUR AND REVIEW 
OF DISEASES FOUND IN THE 

ANCIENT CIVILISATION 
by 

C.P. ALEXANDER, M.B .. B.S .. F.R.C.P. 
Address by the President at the Opening J\leeting, 4th October, 1976 

I thank the Members of the Council and of the Society for the honour they 
have bestowed in inviting me to be President for this Season. I will endeavour to 
try to follow the tradition set by my very distinguished predecessors in this 
office. You must appreciate, however, that as a mere Doctor I have not been 
trained in Literary or Philosophical matters, except in so far as the Science of 
Healing has, in ancient times, been regarded as a branch of philosophy. 

I did not think that you would be much entertained by a Presidential Address 
on a purely medical subject, so for the basis of the address I have chosen a recent 
holiday which I enjoyed earlier this year - just an ordinary package tour - on 
which I was accompanied by two colleagues and our wives, and which a number 
of you will also have travelled. Perhaps those who have visited these places them
selves will bear with me while I show pictures of a few familiar scenes, and I will 
hope to be able to interest you all by introducing a medical flavour to the latter 
part, so that the address will not be purely a travelogue. 

The holiday concerned was a tour in Egypt and I would like, first of all, to 
show you a few pictures representative of some of the places we visited - all of 
which will be well known to you. While we were there one of the features which 
I found of especial interest was the evidence one could find in the statues, carv
i~gs and papyri, of the diseases and medical aspects of life in Ancient Egypt 
dating from 4,000 years ago up to more modem times. These features were 
studied and written about from the time of Herodotus, who travelled extensively 
in Egypt in the 5th Century B.C. and who was observing, as an outsider, the clos
ing stages of the Egyptian civilisation, which then was already about 3,000 years 
old. Other European travellers followed, from Diodorus Siculus in 80 B.C. to the 
time of the Napoleonic conquest of Egypt in the early 19th Century, when 
modem archaeology really started in Egypt. 

In addition to these sources of information on medical matters, the study of 
mummies has always been a subject of great interest: a great deal of work has 
been done in the past and reported, and it has been very ably reviewed and 
further information added by a Surgical colleague of ours in Sheffield - Mr.John 
Rowling, whose M.D. thesis in 1960 is a very excellent study of the subject, and 
to which I have referred in this address, with the kind consent of the author. 
And you will know that further work is going ahead at present in Manchester 
and elsewhere and more news of the findings is expected very soon. 

The Leicester Museum was said by one of our previous Presidents, Mr.Walden, 
in 1959, to be the child of this Society, and so I thought you might agree that it 
would be of interest to include in this address a little of the results of some re
search we have carried out on the mummies which are normally on show in the 
Museum here, when it is fully open and not in the process of being rebuilt. 

5 
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Firstly then I will show you the route of the holiday. 
We flew from London to Cairo, and although Cairo looks superficially like 

any other modem city, there are mosques to see on the skyline, and on a picture 
of Shepherds Hotel from across the Nile, the desert is seeen to lie very close to 
the city. The back streets and shops in the old part of the city are intriguing and, 
of course, the Egyptian Museum contains the outstanding collection of antiqui
ties in the world. Items seen in the Museum included the famous statue of the 
Seated Scribe dating from the 4th Dynasty (about 2,800 B.C.), and contem
porary statues of Prince Rahotep and his wife Princess Nefert. 

We also saw there, of course, the Gold Mask of Tutankhamun, although the 
items in the room were not well displayed at the time we were there. Also shown 
in this room is the Second Coffin of Tutankhamun, richly decorated with gold 
and semi precious stones which, as you will know, comes from the 18th Dynasty 
tomb discovered by Carter in 1923. , 

Also seen were King Tutenkhamun'::: gold throne with carvings of him and his 
wife Ankhesamun, and the carved back showing the Queen with her hand on 
him and the sun god Ra sending rays down on the royal pair. 

There are two statuettes of Tutenkhamun in gold, showing him wearing the 
two distinctive crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt, and also remov~d from the 
tomb, the Canopic shrine, carved in wood, covered in gold leaf, which contained 
the jars within which were his internal organs. The shrine was surmounted by a 
statue of the God Anubis, the god of the dead, and we also saw the life sized 
statue of Tutenkhamun which, again, came from the tomb. 

While we were in Cairo we went to see the Great Pyramid of Cheops at Giza, 
protected by the sphinx. Built about 2,700 B.C., the sphinx seems to be a 
portrait of Queen Chephren. We also visited Sakkhara, the more ancient Step 
pyramid of King Djoser, dating from the 3rd Dynasty about 2,750 B.C. After 
this we flew to Luxor where we boarded the Nile cruiser S.S. Nefertari, which 
was tied up at the East Bank of the river alongside the old city of Thebes and the 
Amon Ra temple, with a group of statues of Ramses II in the forecourt. 

A7ittlel'urtlier·down the river, ·also ·on the East bank, at Kamak, is the vast 
collection of masonry dedicated to the Sun God and called, in ancient times, 
The Most Perfect of Places. From the Middle Kingdom onwards this was added 
to and altered by successive Pharoahs. There we saw the main avenue of ram
headed sphinxes and the pylon or gateway to the Temple, also the Great Hypo
style Hall with its vast carved pillars, the Holy Lake within the Temple and the 
Obelisks of Tothmes Ill and Queen Hatshepsut. 

On the West bank of the Nile is the Necropolis of Thebes, the Valley of the 
Kings - a very desolate valley - where we saw, amongst others, the actual tomb 
of Tutenkhamun, with its wall carvings and the inner coffin. In another valley, 
the Valley of the Queens, was the temple tomb of Queen Hatshepsut dating 
from 1515 B.C., considerably rebuilt, and, beside the desert track, the Colossi of 
Memnon, statues of Amenophis Ill, 1350 B.C. • 

The boat then took us to temples at Denderah and Esna, and on to the 
Temple of Horus at Edfou. 

We next went to the Temple of Komombo on a hill beside the Nile, built to 
the Crocodile God Sabekh, containing a carved pillar showing an offering to the 
God. The boat then took us to Aswan. Across the river from the hotel one could 
see the rocky Elephantine Island, and the modem tomb, on a hill, of the Aga 
Khan, and below it the villa of the Begum. From Aswan we visited the Isis 
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Temple of Philae - now separated by a barrier from the water and being trans
ferred to a nearby island. We flew south nearly as far as Wadi Haifa to see the 
Temple of Abu Simbal, which is now lifted above the water level with its huge 
statues of Ramses II, and the nearby smaller Temple of Hathor. We then return
ed, after some flight difficulties, to As~an and Cairo and home. 

When we look around for information about medical matters in Ancient 
Egyp-t, we find that most of that available refers to the more prosperous upper 
classes, including the Pharoahs, who were, of course, regarded as actual gods, to 
their families and to the nobles, senior court and religious officials. The informa
tion, therefore, is not really very representative of the ordinary people of Egypt, 
who probably suffered much more illness than did the wealthiest classes - a situ
ation we have tried to improve on with the Health Service and preventive 
medicine nowadays. 

The best preserved mummies which have been investigated are those of 
people whose families could afford the more elaborate system of mummifica
tion. There was very little interest, in an investigative sense, in mummies before 
the 18th Century A.O., as before this there was a considerable trade in actua! or 
fabricated mummies for use as remedies, either as an external application to help 
cure bruises or wounds, or as part of a medicine in the Middle Ages when 
Mummy had a place in the Standard Pharmacopoeia. The Mummy was crushed 
to a powder, mixed with vegetable oil and used as an unguent or salve or applied 
to inflammations, or for pleurisy or pneumonia. The chief source of the Mum
mies was Sakkara near Memphis. Some were buried in simple sand graves, some 
in brick lined tombs below ground or mastabas. And from these in the 1st and 
2nd Dynasties developed more elaborate tombs, and then the Pharoahs' pyra
mids. The Step pyramid, which I mentioned earlier, was built for King Djoser 
by the architect Imhotep, who was not only an architect but also a philosopher 
and magician and a sort of Doctor, and was deified and regarded, at least by later 
_Greeks, as -~he ~od of Pv!~di~ine_\ and identified with their own Aesculapius. 

One of the important sources of medical information is, of course, the papyri 
which have been found and translated and which refer to the practice of medi
cine and surgery in Ancient Egypt. 

The principal papyri which have survived are variable in their completeness, 
and in the degree to which we can comprehend them, as many of the remedies 
used refer to herbs, the translation of the names of which means very little to us 
now. ~ 

A distinction was drawn between medicine and surgery and in a complete 
papyrus, such as the Ebers, which is from the 18th Dynasty, but probably refers 
back much earlier to possibly the 3rd Dynasty, the text refers to those condi
tions to be treated by drugs and those physical diseases, mainly injuries, to be 
treated by some form of surgery or local application. 

Incantations played an important part in the therapy of some disorders, 
especially those believed to have a spiritual origin or due to the entry of a disease 
demon. 

The disease with which the physician had to contend was often mentioned 
and personified. In the Leyden Papyrus the disease demon was addressed "Thou 
fliest before the sorcerer, before the servant of Horus as soon as he mentions the 
name of Horus or the name of Seth, the Lord of the Heavens, So doest thou die, 
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and the report goes forth to the house of Ra, that Horns has conquered the 
disease". · 

The physicians were closely associated with magic and incantations, as in the 
example where they said to the disease demon, "Get thee back,- thou enemy, 
thou dead man or woman, who dost cause pain to this patient. Thou does not 
fall on him, thou dost not establish thyself in him. Thy arms have no power over 
his arms, thy legs have no power over.his legs, thou dost not blind his eyes, thou 
does not deafen his ears .... " . 

. It, may .well be that to have been a magician or a .Physician in those days, 
having to remember-spells and incantations, may have been even more difficult 
than it can be nowadays, when penicillin has so much power over the demons of 
disease and the chief difficulties are• remembering the dose of some new drug, 
and using powers of persuasion to reassure. the patient or bolstering the morale 
sufficiently to induce an attitude towards recovery. 

The three main groups of people then who were treating disease were the 
physicians (called Swnw), .the surgeons described as priests of the goddess 
Sachmet, and the magicians or sorcerers. 

Sachmet, the surgical goddess, was represented with the head of a lioness, and 
was associated with blood and destruction - which seems rather an appropriate 
description for surgeons, even in more modem times. 

Disease itself could be brought to people by spirits from the air or wind, and 
references are made to the winds containing pests and the plague bearing winds. 
This was not at all illogical and even nowadays is, in part, descriptive of the 
method of distribution of some infections, which are transferred from person to 
person through the air, if not the wind. 

Another term which is often used in medical papyri is a word spelt "Whdw", 
which seems to refer to suppuration or putrefaction. 

The physician had to deal with this condition and try to expel it, because it 
was regarded as the basis of much disease. It appeared to have its origin in the 
bowel, and so was expelled by evacuation or by destruction in the body. This is 
no different from the system still used in some households, of giving a Friday 
night aperient. The embalmers also had to contend with "Whdw", before the 
putrefaction it caused destroyed the body itself, and so one of the purposes of 
embalming was to neutralise these effects by the embalming process. These ideas 
are absolutely compatible with modem ideas on suppuration and putrefaction. 

With regard to Ancient Egyptian therapy, the main forms of tieatiiient to be 
used, whether magical or by drugs, were specified under different headings in 
the relevant papyri. According to Rawlings there were six main groups of 
therapy: . • : . . 

The term "Ro", which covered magical spells; 
"Sliine"i", incantation or recital; 
"Sa", which was a protective magical, spell; . , 
"Pakhret", which referred. to a drug prescription, this would normally be 
administered in a vehicle such as milk, water, wine or beer, to the patient, or 
applied externally in a fatty or greasy base; 
"Sep" was another term used for a dose of a remedial drug; 
"Shesaw" was the term used to cover the management of the case- - used 
when the diagnosis was established and generally referred to the appropriate 
surgical treatment, although this might be combined with drug therapy also. 
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Even in those days surgeons could regard themselves as confident of the 
diagnosis, even though they had not the modern surgical advantage of chop
ping people open to have a look. 
The principal surgical papyrus is only about half complete and about the 

same age as the Ebers papyrus. It was also found at Thebes in 1862 and trans
lated by Breasted in the l 920's. It provides details of treatment of many of the 
main ~urgical conditions and is especially curious in that, in addition to treatable 
conditions, many are described where the condition is referred to as an ailment 
not to be treated - perhaps wise advice to a surgeon undertaking the supervision 
of a hopeless case. 

The various other papyri, such as the Hearst, the Erman, the London and the 
Berlin Medical and the Chester Beatty papyri, all have much of interest in them 
to medical and lay people, and there was an early work on Anatomy ascribed to 
King Athetosis of the 1st Dynasty, although the original has been lost. 

The next source of medical information which interested me was that of the 
statues and carvings. In some ways the Ancient Egyptians were very stylised in 
the forms of art, but in many cases they were extremely accurate, reproducing 
defects as they existed and beauty as it was. 

The famous scene from the tomb of the noble Ramose shows the action of 
mourning women. We saw in Cairo Museum the large statue of Mentuhotep III 
showing the bulbous swollen legs of a man suffering from Elephantiasis of the 
legs. 

In Tutenkhamun's tomb the female figure holding the steering oar of the boat 
was clearly a dwarf suffering from the defect of achondroplasia, and the statue 
of Seneb, dating from 2,500 B.C. shows him to be both achondroplasic and 
blind. 

We saw an interesting carved stone relief at Omombo where the Roman 
Emperor Trajan was kneeling before the figure of lmhotep and there is shown a 
large collection of surgical instruments. 

Ritual circumcision was practised in Egypt, probably from predynastic times 
right through the Ancient Egyptian civilisation, as can be confirmed from the 
mummies which have been examined. There is an interesting relief in the Tomb 
of Ankmahor, dating from 2,420 B.C., showing adolescent boys being 
circumcised. 

When we come to consider the evidence which can be obtained from 
mummies, we have to try to use methods which are not damaging to the 
specimen. 

Dating can be carried out by a radioactive carbon technique, but this involves 
the use of a fairly large piece of tissue. 

For the histological or microscopic examination of the tissues, the part has to 
be unwrapped, a section of tissue cut away, reconstituted and stained. 

This again leads to damage to the specimen and often gives disappointing 
results. Useful information as to the cause of death is usually not obtained, 
because of the poor preservation of the soft tissues, and the fact that the em
balming process involves removal of the abdominal, chest and skull contents. In 
some mummies beetles and larvae are found within the wrapping, which have 
caused damage to the specimen after death, but in some cases staining has shown 
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bacteria in the tissues which may have been part of an abscess leading to death. 
The ova of the parasite Bilharzia have also been found. This parasitic worm or 
blood fluke lives in the abdominal blood vessels in man and part of its life cycle 
is spent in a fresh water snail. The parasite is still prevalent in the side waters of 
the Nile in Egypt and in many other parts of the world. It is not usually the 
actual cause of death in man, but has been found in tissue sections of mummies, 
as it can be in tissues of many modem Egyptians. 

More certain evidence about disease in mummies, both congenital (that is 
from birth) and acquired, is found in the bones and teeth, which are usually well 
preserved although often friable. The degree of preservation depends on the con
ditions where the specimen has been kept, whether in dry or more humid con
ditions in the grave or tomb and subsequently. 

Examination of the bones can, of course, be carried out by x-rays without 
any disturbance to the wrappings or damage to the specimen, provided that the 
removal and transfer and handling are carefully done; and provided the penetra
tion by the x-rays is correctly estimated to achieve good definition. The resin 
used in embalming offers some opacity to the x-rays as do bitumen or any 
metallic or hard object within the bandages, or placed inside the body when it 
was embalmed. 

X-ray examination of the bones of a large enough number of mummies does, 
of course, produce evidence of abnormalities. The major group of anomalies of 
birth origin have often been found, and these include developmental defects of 
the spine and skull. Hydrocephalus, or abnormally large skull, is recorded in a 
number of specimens. The skull appearances have to be interpreted with care as 
an artificial hole was made, usually through the nose and front of the skull 
bones, by which to remove the brain in the mummification process. 

Deformities of the feet from birth were, then, as now, fairly common - an 
example of the deformity of Talipes (club foot), from the XII Dynasty mummy 
of Khnumu Nekht was seen. Various inflammatory diseases leave their mark on 
bones, such as tuberculosis of the spine and joints. Evidence of other chronic in
fections such as leprosy, osteomyelitis and typhoid has also been found. 

Bony tumours were rare and there was probably a low incidence of malignant 
disease generally an Ancient Egypt, but a few of both benign and malignant 
bone tumours have been found, including skulls showing the effects on the bone 
of the underlying meningioma tumour of the brain coverings. 

Examples of gout with the typical deposits around joints and characteristic 
x-ray findings of bony erosions have been demonstrated. 

The spinal disease of ankylosing spondylitis, where the spinal ligaments be
come hardened and calcified, appears to have been very common in Egypt -
more so than it is nowadays. And, although now the disease rarely occurs in 
women, numerous female skeletons showing the condition have been found. 

Injuries and fractures of bones were very common and readily shown either 
by the associated limb deformities or by x-rays. No doubt these occurred from 
the frequent fighting that took place and from games and as accidental injuries 
in ordinary living. Fractures of skull and upper limbs were common injuries in 
battle from wooden and blunt and sharp metal weapons. 

Fractures of limb bones were treated in a modem way by splinting with 
. various rigid materials, such as wood or bark, bound over with bandages. Some 
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fractures arc seen, of course, where there was no evidence of bone healing, and 
these occurred at or after death, often the result of depredations br tomb 
robbers or careless handling later. Fractured neck of femur was relatively un-

, common, and, of course, this injury tends to be seen in an older population. 
Some skeletons have also been found where the injuries were the result of 

judicial or intentional execution, either by sword severance of the neck or by 
hanging. -

Evidence as to death of Egyptian women in childbirth is scanty, but this 
undoubtedly occurred. The Queen Makere of the 21st Dynasty was mummified 
when she had recently given birth, from the evidence of breast size and abdo
minal laxity, and the fact that the infant princess must also have died and was 
buried with her. Evidence of the miscarriages of Tutankhamun's wife, Queen 
Ankhesnamun, was provided in his tomb by the presence there of the mummies 
of their two stillborn infants, born at about five and seven months gestation. 

To conclude this address I would now like to describe to you some of the 
findings of an investigation of the mummies from the Leicestershire Museums 
Service. The investigation was supported with enthusiasm by Mr. Boylan and 
Mrs. Drinkall from the Museum and the mummies examined happened to be in 
store at the time because of the Museum alterations. The x-rays wert" carried out 
by Mr. Whitehead and reported by Dr. Moss, to all of whom I am indebted, 
Reproduction of the _x-rays and the slides was c:irricd out at the Infirmary 
Department of Medical Illustration, and great care was taken of the mummies so 
that they would not be damaged, although some already showed the effects of 
previous handling. 

Up to the present time four of the mummies owned by the Museums Servicl! 
have been examined. Each of them has a name, derived from: the coffins in ' 
which they normally reside. 

Examination of the first one, called Bes-en-mut, showed the figure to be a 
male of about 40 or 50 years. The skull was damaged with a number of post 
mortem fractures and showed some unusual features suggesting that the brain 
had been removed through the left eye, but this will require further investigation 
before it can be verified. The rest of this skeleton is fairly badly damaged, but 
there were a number of interesting features. 

The second mummy, Ta-bes, was small and probably a female aged about 18 
to 20 years, as shown by unerupted wisdom teeth and the angle of the pelvif· 
bones. Several teeth are lying loose in the wrappings of the head and neck. The 
first two neck vertebrae are missing and the rest of the spine was much disor
ganised, some vertebrae being completely misplaced and the skull was attached 
to the body by a wooden rod inserted through the foramen magnum. The reason 
for this is not so far evident, but there is a sign in the lower legs that growth was 
interrupted by a severe illness some time before death. · 

The third specimen is that of a middle aged man called Pe-iuy, and in an x-ray 
of his chest, the upper two ribs on each side are missing but are present in the 
abdominal cavity. There is marked calcification of the intervertebral discs and in 
the cartilages of the knees and this may be due to a metabolic disease called 
alkaptonuria. There is a fracture of the right upper arm which occurred before 
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death and appears to be set in a good position as healing can be seen to have 
begun. There is a good deal of opaque material lying within the chest and the 
abdomen, probably bitumen. 

My last pictures are those from a mummy named Pa-nesit-tawy, acquired by 
the Museum in 1929, but this name, taken from the coffin in which it is placed, 
is that of a male, whereas the x-rays show the skeleton to be that of a female. 

Here again the spine shows evidence of extensive calcification both of the 
type seen previously suggestive of alkaptonuria, and calcification of ligaments 
indicative of ankylosing spondylitis, which, as I mentioned before, is rare in 
women nowadays but was common in Egyptian females. Again, there is dense 
packing with opaque material in the chest and between the legs, and the arms 
and hands are arranged in the usual position on the thighs with the thumbs 
inside. 

There is still much to be learnt from further study of the x-ray films which " 
were only taken in recent weeks, and we hope that the interesting features will 
be displayed with the mummies when they are exhibited again in the Museum. 

The mummification process, as you will know, took seventy days to 
complete, and although there is in the films evidence of considerable carelessness 
with parts of the bodies, the final result produced an apparently intact physical 
form in its bandages called the Khat, which did not then decay. Diseases in life 
did not appear to exist in the hereafter, and the seven spiritual parts of the 
person could proceed with the physical form to enjoy the life after death, in 
which the Egyptians believed absolutely. 

I feel sure I do not need to remind you of the very elaborate ritual which was 
followed in the underworld before the enjoyment of life in the world beyond 
the grave. We saw evidence of this ritual, which had to be followed, repeatedly 
on the walls of the tombs and on the writing in the coffins, especially between 
the years 2,600 B.C. up 'to the end of the Ptolomaic period about 100 B.C. 

A typical example of this work is that shown in one of the texts of the Book 
of the Dead. This is taken from the papyrus of Hunefer who was palace overseer 
and royal scribe to King Seti I of Egypt about 1370 B.C. 

The feelings and aspirations of such a man bore a remarkable similarity to 
those of the present day. 

The scene depicting the weighing of the heart in the balance; the heart, repre
senting the dead man's conscience is weighed against a feather - emblematical of 
law. 

Before this scene Hunefer requests that he may follow in the train of his 
Majesty the King, even as he did upon earth. 

He declares that he has come to the gods with his hands holding right and 
truth and his heart has no crafty wickedness in it. He states that he has not 
committed any sin in the land and he has defrauded no man of that which is his. 

Hunefer is shown kneeling before a row of gods and he is led by Anubis the 
god of the dead, into the hall where the weighing is carried out. Anubis tests the 
balance and close by stands Am-mit or eater of the dead - part crocodile and 
part hippopotamus, the middle being part of a lion. 

On the right stands Thoth, the scribe of the gods recording the result; there
after Hunefer is led by Horus, having being found just, into the presence of 
Osiris, and the god is waiting to receive him. The throne of the god is set upon 
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the waters, behind him Isis and Nephthys and in front a lotus flower, with the 
four children of Horus, the gods of the cardinal points. 

It is difficult now to know how much of this ritual was actually believed 
literally. Towards the end of the New Empire period it is likely that there was 
some agnosticism. In a tomb at Thebes and in the Harris Papyrus are lhe lines of 
a song which goes: 

"None cometh from thence, 
that he may say how they fare, 
that he may tell of their fortunes, 
that he may content our hearts, 
Until we depart 
To the place whither they have gone". 
Similarly with physicians in those times, their authority was never questioned 

by the patient, there was no private practice, they were paid a public stipend and 
did their best to ward off disease and even, when necessary, to deliberately strive 
with a god or evil spirit. 

However, even with all the advantages of state medicine, the patient might 
find other forms of cure more beneficial. In this song from the Beatty Papyrus, 
the patient says that 

"Seven days from yesterday I have not 
seen my beloved, 

And sickness hath crept over me, 
And I am become heavy in my limbs, 
And am unmindful of mine own body. 
If the Master Physicians come to me, 
My heart hath no comfort of their remedies, 
And the magicians, no resource is in them, 
My malady is not diagnosed. 
Better for me is my beloved than any remedies, 
More important is she for me than the entire 

compendium of medicine, 
My salvation is when she enters from without, 
When I see her, then I am well, 
And when I embrace her, she banishes evil." 
I think, Ladies and Gentlemen, there is a lesson from Ancient Egypt here for 

all of us, but I apologise if the moral is as obscure to the members of the Society 
as it is to your President. 

However, it may be that almost anything would be better than having to 
listen to a physician any longer. 



REPORT OF THE COUNCIL 
The programme of the 1976-77 Session was as follows:-

4 October Opening Meeting. Address by the President, followed by a 
Social Gathering. 

18 October Hugh Collinson, M.A., A.R.C.A., F.S.A.E. Landscape with 
Towers and Spires. 

1 November Sir George Pickering, F.R.S., M.D., F.R.C.P., formerly Master 
of Pembroke College, Oxford and Regius Professor of Medicine in the 
Universtty of Oxford. Science - Blessing or Curse? The Latham Lecture. 

15 November Stanley Ellis, M.A., Senior Lecturer in English, University of 
Leeds. English Dialects. 

29 November The Rt. Hon. W.F. Deedes, P.C., M.C., D.L., Editor, the Daily 
Telegraph. Free Communications. The Leicester Mercury Lecture. 

13 December Charles Phythian-Adams, M.A., Lecturer in English Local 
History, University of Leicester. Local History and Folklore. 

24 January J.E. Guest, Ph.D., University of London Observatory. Volcanoes 
on Mars. Joint Meeting with the Geology Section. 

7 February J.N. Crowley, B.A., Geography Master, Gateway School. A 
Himalayan Trek, 1975. 

21 February Andrew and Gillian Wilson-Dickson. Dr. Wilson-Dickson is 
Lecturer in Music, University of Leicester. Tlie Viol. 

7 March Denis Owen, B.A., Ph.D., Principal Lecturer, Oxford Polytechnic. 
Nature in a Suburban Garden. Joint meeting with the Natural History 
Section. 

21 March John and Evangeline Paterson. Professor Paterson is Professor of 
Geography, University of Leicester. The City and the Poet. 

The programme of lectures took place as planned, except for the joint meet
ing with the Geology Section on 24th January, when the lecturer, Dr Guest, had 
to be in the U.S.A. We were fortunate in obtaining Dr Richard Fryer, of the 
University of Lancaster, as a substitute. 

It is pleasant to be able to report an increase in membership, the first for 
several years. 

Messrs.La.tham's continued their much-valued sponsorship of one lecture, and 
the third Latham lecture was given by Sir George Pickering; we were pleased to 
welcome Mr.Simmonds, the Managing Director of Latham's, and Mrs.Simmonds 
on that occasion. We had a new sponsor in the Leicester Mercury, and the first 
Leicester Mercury lecture took place on 29th November: the Rt.Hon.W.F. 
Deedes lectured on 'Free Communications', and we were pleased to welcome the 
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Chairman of the Leicester Mercury, Mr.F.B.Thompson, and other members of 
staff. The third new venture was the sponsorship of a lecture by the City's Re
creational and Cultural Department: the first occasion was the lecture by 
Andrew and Gillian Wilson-Dickson on 'The Viol' on 21st February. The Society 
is deeply grateful to these sponsors. 

Some members of Council are not seeking re-election, and the Society thanks 
them for their services. Others who have been essential to the well-being of the 
Society are those who have helped with.coffee after lectures: the Society is most 
grateful to all of them, and especially to Mr. and Mrs. William Hurst. Throughout 
the staff of the Museum have continued to be most helpful, friendly and co
operative, and the Society greatly appreciates their hard work and good will. 

The Society suffered a great loss in the sudden death of Mr.H.N.T.Staunton 
in December. Mr. Staunton was President in 1973-74, and during his term of 
office he inaugurated the lecture fund. Subsequently he carried through the 
complex negotiations with the Inland Revenue which gave the Society its pre
sent status as a charity; and he brought his expertise as a company lawyer to 
bear on the recent revision of the Society's rules. To all his work for the Society 
he brought a keen mind, an old-fashioned courtesy, and a warm humanity. In his 
memory the Society has decided to name its lecture fund, which owes its exis
tence to his initiative and energy, 'The Howard Staunton Lecture Fund'. 

J.R. WATSON 



REPORTS OF THE SECTIONS

Natural History 
President: I.M. Evans, M.A., F.M.A. 
Chairman: L. Jones. 
Vice-Chairman: D.J. Gordon 
Hon. Treasurer: F.W.G. James 
Asst. Treasurer: Miss E.I. Clay 
Hon. Secretary: Mrs. E. Loosmore 
Asst. Secretary: Miss B. Davies, B.A. 
Programme Secretary: Miss J.E. Dawson, M.A., A.M.A. 
Hon. Editor: L.C. Lewis, B.Comm. 

Committee: Mrs. M.E. Ball, B.Comm., Mrs. M. Barron, W. Lemmon, 
D.A.C. McNeil, B.Sc., Ph.D., H. Mendel, B.Sc., Mrs. D.M. Suttle, 
Mrs. D. Thompson, B.Sc. 

In 1976 members of the Section continued to contribute articles and reports 
on a wide range of topics for inclusion in the Newsletter, two issues of which 
appeared during the year, and members also participated in an amphibian survey. 

The Section maintained its relationship with other local natural history socie
ties by holding joint field meetings with Mansfield, Rutland, Market Harborough 
and the newly-formed Market Bosworth Natural History Societies and was repre
sented at the national meeting for natural history societies organised by the 
Council for Nature at Warwick University. 

Once again a successful symposium, organised jointly by the Section and 
Leicester University, was held in March on the topic "Leicestershire Grasslands". 
Also in March, the practical evening at Leicester Polytechnic arranged by Miss S. 
Canetti to give members first-hand experience of Protozoa, was a change from 
the regular pattern of indoor meetings; and the two field meetings held on Wed
nesday evenings in June were a new idea in the summer programme and proved 
popular with members. 

Paid up membership for the year was 119. Ordinary meetings were held at 
fortnightly intervals, and the average attendance for the second half of the 1975 / 
76 winter session was 56, to hear the following speakers: 

7 January Dr. D.A.C. McNeil and Mr. F. Clarke, "House Martins and 
their Fleas". 

19 January J. Crocker, "The Charnwood Forest Survey". Joint meeting 
with the parent body. 

21 January A. Cook, "The Newton Field Centre". 

4 February J.C. Metcalf, "A Naturalist in Nova Scotia". 

18 February J. Otter, "An Introduction to Coombes Valley". 

3 March Dr. R.E. Stebbings, "The Natural History of Bats". 
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Miss S. Canetti, "Peeping at Protozoa". Practical evening at 
Leicester Polytechnic. 

The Annual General Meeting was held on the 31 st March 1976 at which a 
resolution was passed to amend Paragraph 3 of the Section's Constitution to 
read:- "The management of the Section shall be vested in a Committee consis
ting of the following officers: Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary, Assistant 
Secretary, Programme Secretary, Treasurer, Assistant Treasurer. Editor". After 
the Annual General Meeting, slides were shown by a number of members. 

The Section's summer programme of outdoor meetings was as follows: 

24 April 

8 May 

22 May 

2 June 

5 June 

9 June 

19 June 

20 June 

17 July 

31 July 

14 August 

28 August 

Attenborough Nature Reserve, Notts., N.R. Lewis,joint meet
ing with Mansfield N.H.S. 

Gopsall Park, Dr. D.A.C. McNeil. 

Gumley and Saddington, D. Gordon. 

Croft, S. Bishop. 

Narborough Bog, N. Baker. 

Martinshaw Wood, Mrs. E. Hesselgreaves. 

King Lud's Entrenchments and the Drift, Mrs. D. Kolaczek, 
joint meeting with Rutland N.H.S. 

Full day excursion to Coombes Valley, Staffs., J. Otter. 

Donington Park and Kings Mills, P.H. Gamble. 

Market Bosworth, H.J. James, joint meeting with Market 
Bosworth N.H.S. 

Lockington, J.M. Evans. 

Newton, Northants., A. Cook. 

11 September Rutland Water, T. Appleton. 

25 September Tilton Railway Cutting, J.G. Martin. 

9 October Grace Dieu, Mr. & Mrs. J. Fieldhouse, joint meeting with 
Market Harborough N.H.S. 

The average attendance at field meetings was about 30. The Section would 
like to thank all leaders, landowners and other helpers who made the programme 
successful. 

The indoor winter programme for 1976-77 began on 13th October with a 
• Members' Exhibition Evening and other speakers were: 

27 January R. Felton, "The Barn Owl". 

10 November J.M. Evans, "The Changing Flora of Leicestershire" (Fourth 
Sowter Memorial Lecture). 

24 November R.A. Margoschis, "Some Sounds from Nature". 
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8 December E.C. Hammond, "Shetland in the '70s". 

The avera.ge attendance for-these meetings was 58. 
The Section would like to thank the Museum for the facilities which it 

provides for all indoor meetings. 

Geology 
President: R.J. King, Ph.D. 
Chairman: Mrs. C.E. Thorpe, Dip.Ed. 
Vice-Chairman: M.D. Jones, M.Sc., F.G.S., A.M.A. 
Hon. Secretary: P.K.H. Maguire, Ph.D. 
Hon. Treasurer: J. Martin, B.Sc. 
Field Meetings Secretary: R.J. King, Ph.D. 
Student Representative: M. Critchley 
Committee: Mrs. M.E. Ball, B.Comm., J. Bennett, T.D. Ford, Ph.D., 

A.Baker, F.I.Q.S., F.G.S. 

During the winter of 1976-77, the Geology Section held a varied programme 
of lectures which were in general well attended, even though mainly by the fairly 
large nucleus of the society. The evenings attracted visitors not only from 
Leicestershire, but also from some of the surrounding counties. 

The annual symposium, held jointly with the University of Leicester, was this 
year entitled "Ice Ages" and attracted such a large number of intending partici
pants that a repeat performance is to be held during the winter of 1977-78. The 
week following the symposium included our joint meeting with the parent body, 
a talk by Dr. Richard Fryer of Lancaster University entitled 'Mars as revealed by 
the latest space probes', and a most enjoyable members evening. 

The Iris King Memorial Prizes were not awarded this year. However, the Com
mittee are spending considerable efforts in ensuring the Competition is publi
cized to th.e schools of Leicestershire for the next session. 

Six summer field meetings were held this year ranging from "Geophysics over 
Chamwood" to "Mineralization on Derbyshire". 

The total membership was slightly less than for the previous year ( 106 as 
opposed to 121) although average attendance at the winter lectures remained 
about the same. 

Evening Meetings for 1976-77. 

6 October "Coral Reefs and Tectonics", Dr. B. Rosen. 

20 October "Geology in Schools", G. Ilsley. 

3 November "Fossil Sex", Professor P.C. Sylvester-Bradley. 

17 November "How to study Limestones", Dr. J. Dickson. 

1 December "The Geology of Uganda", Dr. R. Johnson. 

.. 
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15 December Conversazione at the Museum. 

12 January "Structural Geology as a tool in Mineral Exploration", Dr. J. 
Moore. 

22 January "Ice Ages", a Saturday School at Vaughan College, Speakers: 
Professor C. King, Dr. J. Rice, Dr. J. Whitaker, Dr. A. Stuart, 
Dr. W. Tutin,Professor A. Meadows. 

24 January "Mars as revealed by the latest space probes", Dr. R. Fryer. 
Joint meeting with the parent body. 

26 January Members' Evening. 

9 February "Pre 3000 m.y. histllry of N.W. Britain", Dr. B. Davies. 

23 February "The Dan-yr-Gof cave system", Dr. A. Coase. 

9 March "Oil, gas and the GeolO!!Y of the North Sea basins", Dr. V. 
Colter. 

23 March A.G.M. Film "Living Si:1:iments". 

Field Meetings, 1976. 
26 June The Building Stones of Northamptonshire. Dr. J.D. Hudson 

and Dr. D.S. Sutherland. 

10 July 

24 July 

Sheethedges Wood Quarry, Groby, Dr. J_. O'Leary. 

Geophysics over Charnwood, Dr. P.K.H. Maguire. 

4 September North Charnwood Geology, Dr. R.J. King. 

18 September Mineralization in Derbyshire, N. Worley. 

2 October British Museum (Natural History) and Geological Museum. 
London. 





NOTES ON THE GLACIAL DRIFf 
AT THE SOUTHERN EDGE OF 

LEICESTER CITY CENTRE 
by 

R.J. RICE, M.A., PH.D. 
Department of Geography, University of Leicester 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In a paper in 1968 the present writer divided the succession of glacial drifts in 

central Leicestershire into the following five members: 

Oadby till predominantly a blue grey Lias-derived clay 
often packed full of chalk, flint and oolite 
fragments, but with rather fewer "eastern" er
ratics towards the base. 

Wigston sand and gravel generally a mixed and discontinuous deposit, 
but where fully developed containing inter 
alia a large number of both flint and Bunter 
pebbles. 

Thrussington till a red Keuper-derived clay with the most com
mon erratics consisting of green Triassic silt
stone (skerry), Bunter pebbles, coal and 
Carboniferous sandstone; locally incorporat
ing patches of bluish Lias-derived material. 

Glen Parva clay reddish or chocolate-coloured stoneless clay, 
locally laminated. 

Thurmaston sand and gravel a basal gravel composed very largely of Bunter 
pebbles succeeded by a cross-bedded sand that 
tends to become horizontally bedded towards 
the top. 

Following the interpretation placed by Shotton ( 1953) upon the glacial de-
• posits in the area around Coventry, it was suggested that the Thurmaston sand 

and gravel represents an early alluvial fill along the floor of the proto-Soar valley, 
.that the Glen Parva clay indicates an initial phase of pro-glacial ponding in that 
same valley, and that the succeeding tills betoken a complex ice advance with at 
least one temporary melt phase during which the Wigston sand and gravel was 
deposited. The purpose of the present paper is to place on record observations 
made over a number of years on the drift deposits in a small area on the sou
thern edge of Leicester city centre (fig. 1), and to discuss how these fit into the 
broader picture outlined above. 
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Figure 1 A geological map of south central Leicester locating sites discussed in the text. 
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II. EXPOSURES SOUTH-EAST OF THE LONDON-LEICESTER RAILWAY 
LINE 
Over the last few years several sections have been opened on the rising ground 

between the London-Leicester railway line and Victoria Park. Of particular signi
ficance have been those located at the comer of the East Midland Gas Board site 
on Regent Road, and at the University Medical Sciences building on University 
Road. In both instances, excavations disclosed Keuper Marl overlain by a drift 
succession composed of three main members. At the base was up to Im of fine 
sand which graded upwards into 0.8m of red clay, the latter in tum capped by a 
red or locally bluish brown till full of pieces of skerry, coal, Lias limestone and 
Bunter pebbles. The sand could be seen to thin against the rising Keuper Marl 
slope and was interpreted as the uppermost level of the Thurmaston sand and 
gravel which is known elsewhere to wedge out in this fashion. The top of the 
sand in both excavations lay at 73m O.D. which is close to the height reached by 
the Thurmaston sand and gravel along this section of the proto-Soar valley. The 
interpretation was further strengthened by the similarity of the over-lying sedi
ments to the typical Glen Parva clay and Thrussington till.' 

What is presumably a higher part of the local drift succession has on several 
occasions been exposed in temporary sections on the main University campus. 
In I 956 West and Donner described the foundations of the Percy Gee building 
as displaying 3m of red contorted till with lenses of red chalky till, lying on 3m 
of red till. In the early 1960s excavations for the Bennett building revealed some 
7.Sm of red till with Bunter, skerry and coal erratics, diversified in its upper part 
by large irregular pockets of reddish sand which seemed to form a discontinuous 
layer some 2.3m below the level of Victoria Park; similar sections were disclosed 
more recently when the foundations were dug for the Attenborough and Charles 
Wilson buildings. In all these later excavations the upper part of the red till could 
be seen to contain occasional flint and chalk; in addition the exposure at the 
Bennett building disclosed a long, thin lens of blue grey clay packed full of chalk 
ana flint (for details, see Rice 1968). 

Given the intrinsic complexity of the tills in central Leicestershire, it seems 
reasonable to interpret the sequence described above as part of the conventional 
drift succession, with the basal member the Thurmaston sand and the highest 
member the lower Oadby till. 

III EXPOSURES NORTH-WEST OF THE LONDON-LEICESTER RAILWAY 
LINE 
Glacial deposits on the low ground north-west of the railway are found in two 

separate areas, one around London Road station and the other on Freemen's 
Common. 

I. The area around London Road station 
The nature of the drift materials along the railway line between Conduit 

Street and Regent Road has been described by Browne (1893). He records that 
most of the drift, up to 7.Sm thick in places, is composed of till derived primari
ly from the Lias but containing a few large flints; this rests on extensive beds or 
"pockets" of clean yellow sand, the most extensive of which occur near Conduit 
Street, on south-west side of London Road and north-east of New Walk. Excava
tions for the recently constructed Waterloo Way (fig. 2) have provided an oppor-
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tunity to confirm and amplify certain details of this description. The succession 
in the immediate vicinity of the New Walk underpass may be divided into two 
main units: 

B Glacial till: 

A Glacifluvial sediments: 

although variable in detailed characteristics, nor
mally grey blue in colour with abundant Lias 
erratics, some Jurassic oolite and flints, and 
patches full of pieces of chalk. Maximum observed 
thickness Sm. 
water-laid materials of extremely diverse nature 
ranging from reddish laminated clays, through 
yellow or orange cross-bedded sands to coarse 
gravels with pebbles of Lias limestone, skerry, 
Bunter quartzite, flint, coal and Charnian igneous 
rocks. Maximum observed thickness 3.7m. 

The lower unit is notable for the inconstancy of the various lithological types 
of which it is composed. The thickest and most widespread stratum is a cross
bedded sand which overlaps the older members of the unit and, in the direction 
of Regent Road, comes to rest directly on the rising Keuper Marl slope; the 
cross-beds seem to have a preferential alignment towards the west-south-west. 
In the deepest part of the underpass the sand is generally underlain by 10-20cm 
of laminated silt and clay, which in turn rests on a dirty gravel, up to 1 m thick, 
containing an abundance of Bunter pebbles and a lesser number of Lias lime
stone, middle Jurassic and flint fragments. Above the main sand bed there is a 
mixed assemblage of materials before the base of the true tills is reached; the 
most common is a thin stratum of laminated silty clay, but at different sites this 
is replaced by a peasized gravel interleaved with the till, by a coarse gravel set in 

. a clay mafrix, and by banded tills in which thin layers of typical stoney till are 
separated by layers of stoneless clay and silt. 

Although the till unit is patently not homogeneous, divisio·n into separate 
members proved impossible since there are numerous lateral gradations without 
any sharp or consistent boundaries. The most common till has a blue grey matrix 
with a majority of the erratics from the'lower Lias. However, flint and oolite are 
nearly always present in at least small numbers, as are Bunter pebbles and skerry. 
In places the clay matrix becomes more sandy and the till assumes a grey brown 
colouration; elsewhere there are patches of sticky grey blue clay full of pieces of 
chalk. 

The junction between the two units is far from a horizontal plane. In general 
it appears to slope gently northwards, but superimposed on this overall trend 
are sharp undulations with an amplitude of at least 2m. In one such arched 
structure the deformed bedding in the glacifluvial unit indicates quite clearly 
that most of the disturbance is post-depositional. 

The precise limits of the outcrop of the blue grey chalk-bearing till are still 
unknown, although a number of observations circumscribe the possible area. 
When foundations for the multi-storey car park on East Street were being exca
vated at least 3m of similar till were exposed. More recently boreholes for the 
office block on South Albion Street have disclosed a succession consisting of up 
to 11.Sm of till, generally grey brown in colour with a certain amount of chalk, 
either resting directly on Keuper Marl or separated therefrom by a thin stratum 
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of silty sand or laminated clay. Boreholes at the London Road end of Waterloo 
Way have proved up to 8.Sm of drift, most of it a grey till although with local 
thin beds of clayey sand. On the other hand, temporary sections near the junc
tion of Saxby Street and London Road have revealed a reddish till with skerry 
and Bunter pebbles, while Keuper Marl outcrops are traceable in a broad arc 
from the railway bridge on Regent Road to the lower end of New Walk and 
thence back to the railway line at the cuttings north of London Road station. 
In other words, the Lias-based till with its relatively high content of Cretaceous 
erratics seems to occupy a restricted area, bounded on three sides by bedrock 
outcrops and on the fourth by a contrasting type of drift. 

2. The area around Freemen's Common 
The most important sections in this vicinity were exposed at the end of the 

nineteenth century during widening of the railway line south of the Welford 
Road bridge. Browne (I 893) gives a very full description of the deposits thus re
vealed, while Fox-Strangways (I 903, p.47) provides a useful diagrammatic illus
tration. Browne records the drift succession as consisting essentially of ·a basal 
seam of chocolate-coloured silt followed by mottled blue, brown and red till 
with Bunter pebbles, coal, skerry, chalk and flint. Towards the top the till tends 
to become more reddish but still retains patches with a blue matrix; flints, 
though few, are equally common at the bottom of the section as at the top. 
Intercalated within the till is at least one major "basin" of sand, up to 4.Sm 
thick and extending some 23m parallel to the railway. The sand is described as 
being yellowish and false-bedded; it contains horizons of comminuted coal, and 
layers with pebbles of Lias limestone, Bunter quartzite and a few flints. It is 
underlain by a seam of tenacious clay which, together with the sand, is violently 
contorted and locally thrust into a vertical position. 

As commercial development in recent years has progressed across Freemen's 
Common, several sections have been revealed confirming the general description 
of the till given by Browne and showing that similar material extends westwards 
towards Saffron Lane. In an old clay pit on Saffron Lane it is recorded that 
2.Sm of "Lower Boulder Clay" rests directly on the Keuper Marl; it appears to 
have yielded erratics from Chamwood, from Derbyshire and from places to the 
north-east of Leicester (see Browne 1893, p.207). 

lV. DISCUSSION 
Unlike the drift south-east of the railway line that on the low ground north

west of the railway does not immediately accord with the synopsis of glacial 
history given in the introduction. If the proto-Soar valley was completely infilled 
with fluvial sediments up to a level of 73m or thereabouts, later glacial deposits 
below that elevation require some special explanation. In the writer's view there 
can be no doubt that the drift on the low ground is later than the Thurmaston 
sand and gravel; its affinities clearly lie with the Oadby till. Given this context, 
four hypotheses seem worthy of consideration: 

1. The Thurmaston sand and gravel was never a continuous fill since it accumu
lated during an ice advance which was simultaneously laying down the low-level 
drift on the floor of the proto-Soar valley. This seems unlikely since the sand 
and gravel normally shows no signs of ice-marginal deposition; moreover, the 
contrast in composition between the Thurmaston gravel and erratics in the con-
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temporaneous low-level till would be difficult to explain. 

2. The low-level drift owes its present elevation to tectonic faulting. This ex
planation has been offered by Shotton ( 1965) for displaced masses of drift at 
Narborough but seems inappropriate in the present instance since there is no 
independent evidence for faulting and the successions on the putative horst and 
graben do not match. 

3. The Thurmaston sand and gravel was partially destroyed by fluvial erosion 
during an interglaciaf or interstadial phase, leaving an entrenched valley in which 
the till was later deposited. The idea of a full interglacial seems unlikely since the 
evidence as presently understood points to most, if not all, the drift accumu
lating during one glaciation. The concept of partial destruction during a more 
temporary ice withdrawal is attractive and must remain as a feasible hypothesis. 

4. The Thurmaston sand and gravel was partially removed by localized glacial 
erosion. There is indisputable evidence that the ice in Leicestersliii!: was capable 
of disrupting on a large scale the surface across which it was moving; yet else
where in the county it left earlier unconsolidated sediments apparently untouch
ed. The factors responsible for the localization of the erosion remain uncertain, 
so that there must be some hesitation before invoking glacial scouring in the 
particular case under discussion. Nevertheless, the recent exposures on Waterloo 
Way and the older section on the railway line near Freemen's Common point 
unquestionably to post-depositional disturbance of the water-laid sediments. It 
is noteworthy, too, that Deeley (I 886, p.452) in describing an old pit at 
Aylestone alludes to a section "much disturbed by the ice of the Great Chalky 
Boulder-clay stage, for great masses of the lower sand have been tom up, thrust 
upon the Middle Pennine clay, and mixed up with the Chalky clay which occurs 
above". Whether the sands at Waterloo Way and Freemen's Common can be 
similarly regarded as transported masses of the Thurmaston sand remains uncer
tain. As Browne comments, the lithologies of the 'two deposits are strikingly 
similar. Yet the presence of flints in the associated gravel precludes any simple 
identification with the Thurmaston gravel and demands at best substantial con
tamination. A final point of considerable importance is that the till around 
Waterloo Way probably occupies an enclosed hollow. This is difficult to prove 
beyond question since the differences in elevation are slight. Yet two boreholes 
have proved drift down to 59m O.D., a height which is demonstrably lower than 
the bedrock outcrops to west and south and apparently lower than those to the 
north. 

" In summary, several arguments can be adduced in support of the hypothesis 
of glacial erosion, and it is this which the present writer tends to favour. Yet it 
cannot be denied that many questions remain unanswered and that we still have 
a very incomplete knowledge of the history of glaciation in the Leicester area. 
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LEICESTERSHIRE DRAGONFLIES* 
by 

H. MENDEL, B.SC., A.M.A. ** 
Leicestershire Museums Service, 96 New Walk, Leicester 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Dragonflies *** have received comparatively little attention from amateur 

entomologists and naturalists. This may at first seem surprising, considering how 
conspicuous and brightly coloured many of them are. However most species 
make very poor cabinet specimens, the brilliant blues, greens and reds of the 
living insects decaying to a dull uniform brown soon after death. Techniques are 
now available that improve colour preservation, but these are either not entirely 
satisfactory, or not available to the amateur. 

With few exceptions, most adult dragonflies can be readily identified, the 
majority in the field, and, with a little experience some can even be identified 
whilst in flight. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of the aquatic larvae. To 
my knowledge, no key to the early larval stages of British dragonflies exists. 
Even with the mature larvae, individuals of some closely related species, such as 
the Common Coenagrion, Coenagrion puel/a and Variable Coenagrion, 
Coenagrion pulchel/um, can be very difficult to identify with certainty. 

All of the standard works for the identification of British dragonflies and 
their larvae are now out of print (Lucas, 1900; Lucas, 1930; Longfield, 1937; 
Longfield, 1949; Fraser, 1949; Gardner, 1954; Fraser, 1956; Corbet, Longfield 
and Moore, 1960). However the recent publication of a new book on the British 
species (Hammond, 1977) promises to remedy this deficiency. 

II. PUBLISHED RECORDS 
The earliest published reference to Leicestershire dragonflies is that made by 

Crabbe in his account of the natural history of the Vale of Belvoir (Nichols 
1795). In it he states that 'a beautiful variety of the Libel/ula Virgo flies about 
the rivulets of this country, viz. "Libellula Corpore viridi-coeruleo nitido, alis 
medio coerulescentibus; basi et apice albis, margine immaculato," Geoffry Insect 
et Fabricii Syst. p. 425: with several other varieties of the Virgo and Puella. 'His 
description appears to refer to the male of the species now known as Agrion 
splendens, but in view of the possibility of doubt the record does not appear in 
the systematic list that follows. 

The Twelfth Report of the Town Museum, Leicester, published in 1890, 
records the donation, on 5th August 1887, of a specimen of Libellula depressa 
from Narborough, and the Thirteenth Report, published in 1902, the donations 
during 1900 of 'Calopteryx splendens' from Hoby and Aeshna grandis from 
Spinney Hills, Leicester. 

*Where the source of a record quoted in the text refers to the period predating local govern· 
ment re-organization in 1974, then 'Leicestershire' is there used in the sense of the old ad· 
ministrative county. 

** Address now: The Museum, High Street, Ipswich, IPl 3QH. 
***Throughout this paper the word "dragonfly" should be taken to include all species of 

the order Odonata. 
29 
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These early records cannot have reached a very wide public and Lucas (1900) 
makes no mention of Leicestershire or Rutland. The first volume of the Victoria 
History of the the County of Leicestershire, published in 1907, contains no 
reference to the Order, but Douglas, in the companion volume for Rutland 
(Douglas 1908), lists five species as occuring in that county: Py"hosoma nym• 
phula, Coenagrion puella, Agrion virgo, Aeshna grandis and Libellula depressa. 

Nearly thirty years later, Rev. J.G. Gillman, prompted, if somewhat belated• 
ly, by the omission by Lucas of any Leicestershire records, listed ten species that 
he had 'secured' in the county in 1935 (Gillman 1936). Unfortunately, only one 
record is precisely localised, that of a specimen of Aeshna mfxta found 'in a 
window of Leicester General Post Office, in the very centre of the city.' 

Eleven species may be inferred as being or are definitely recorded for Lei• 
cestershire by Longfield (1937), together with just three for Rutland Aeshna 
cyanea, Agrion virgo and Agrion splendens. The source of these records was an 
annotated list in a letter to her dated 30th November 1936 from A. Roebuck, at 
that time Advisory Entomologist at the Midland Agricultural College, Sutton 
Bonington. In this letter, a copy of which was kindly made available to the 
author by Miss Longfield, Roebuck credits the list to Rev. J.G. Gillman and 
P.A.H. Muschamp, the latter then Honorary Entomologist at Leicester Museum. 
Of the fifteen species listed by Roebuck, Longfield omits specific reference to 
four, Libellula depressa which Roebuck gives as 'fairly common',Aeshna grandis 
which he refers to as 'abundant', A. cyanea and A. juncea. She did however in• 
elude Cordulegaster boltonii, about which Roebuck remarks 'said to have been 
taken a few miles from Leics. but not by these collectors'. It seems probable that 
by 'Leics.' Roebuck meant the county rather than the city of Leicester, at least 
such is his use of this abbreviation elsewhere (eg. Roebuck 1932), and that he 
was misinterpreted by Longfield. Since there are no subsequent records this 
species should perhaps be removed from the county list. Longfield appears also 
to have overlooked the reference to Aeshna mixta in Gillman (1936) or it may 
be that his paper appeared when her book had already gone to press. 

The second, enlarged, edition of Longfield's book, published in 1949, con· 
tains seventeen entries for vice-county 55, Leicestershire and Rutland, compris• 
ing all fifteen species in Roebuck's list, together with Aeshna mixta and Libellula 
quadrimaculata, the latter having been recorded new to the county from Wigston 
by Payn~ (1945). 

The New Naturalist book on dragonflies (Corbet, Longfield and Moore 1960) 
maps their known distribution up to the end of 1957 by vice-counties, from in· 
formation compiled by Longfield. The same seventeen species are shown as oc• 
curring in Leicestershire and Rutland, vice-county 55, although the status of 
two, Cordulegaster boltonii and Platycnemis pennipes, is indicated as being un• 
certain. Longfield appears to have overlooked the brief note by T.S. Robertson, 
then working at Leicester Museum, recording Sympetrum sanguineum new to the 
county in 1951, and providing a further record of Aeshna mixta (Robertson 
1953). The distribution maps in Hammond (1977) incorporate all records 
received at the Biological Records Centre, Monks Wood, up to the end of. 
January 1977. These include many of the published records, some of M.W. 
Tyler's and all of the author's personal records. 
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III. OTHER SOURCES 
Published records account for only a small proportion of those presented in 

this paper. Other sources were: 
l. Specimens and records held by the Biology Section of the Leicestershire 

Museums, Art Galleries and Records Service. The specimens consist of 
adults and exuviae preserved dry, and adults, exuviae and larvae preserved 
in 70% alcohol. In this category is included larval material in general col
lections of freshwater invertebrates made in the early sixties by the Bio
logy Department at Ratcliffe College. The author has determined all 
unidentified material and verified the identification of all other specimens. --- --- - - -~-•-- --- - -
Most of the records held by the Section are of specimens brought in to the 
Museum by members of the public, identified by past or present members 
of staff, and either released alive or if dead not preserved for the collec
tions. The great majority relate to the two commonest species of Aeshna, 
A. cyanea and A. grandis, and the records, although not substantiated by 
specimens, have been accepted at face value. 

2. Records held by local societies. Since 1960 occasional references to 
dragonflies have appeared in the duplicated newsletters of at least three 
local natural history societies. Since these references are often only in sum
mary form further details liave been sought, firstly in the societies' archives 
and secondly, where possible, from the individuals who submitted them. 
The systematic list that follows incorporates all records which on investiga
tion proved to have reasonably precise localities and to be from a reliable 
source. Wherever possible such records are credited to the original source 
in the systematic list that follows. Those that have appeared in 'Heritage', 
the quarterly bulletin of the Loughborough Naturalists' Club, are mainly 
the personal records of either P.H. Gamble or K. Harper, refereed by the 
former. Those that appeared in the first seventeen issues of the quarterly 
newsletter of the Natural History Section of the Leicester Literary and 
Philosophical Society, covering the period 1963-67, mainly relate to speci
mens received at the Museum, but also incorporate observations by a num
ber of members, notably D.E. Jebbett of Hinckley. Those that have 
appeared in 'Fieldfare', the newsletter of the Rutland Natural History 
Society, are mainly the records of M.W. Tyler, the present insect recorder 
for the society. 

3. Other records. In addition to individuals mentioned above, numbers of 
records have also been received from Professor H.P. Moon and J.A. Morton 
of the University of Leicester. Those provided by the latter relate to larval 
material collected in the course of freshwater ecological studies made in 
various parts of the county during the period 1972-75, particularly at 
Holwell and in the Egleton area. Dr. J .A. Bullock of the Department of 
Zoology at the University also made available larval material collected in 
the course of survey work done by the Department, mainly since 1975 and 
in the catchment area of Rutland Water. 
The only Leicestershire dragonfly records held by the Biological Records 
Centre at Monks Wood and otherwise unaccounted for relate to specimens 
of four species, Aeshna grandis, A. mixta, Libellula quadrimaculata and 
Sympetrum sanguineum in the collections of the Royal Scottish Museum, 
Edinburgh. From correspondence it would appear that all are specimens 
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taken by T.S. Robertson in the county in 1952 and 1953 anci presented in 
1957 to the Royal Scottish Museum by Professor J. Owen. 

4. Author's fieldwork. This was undertaken during the" 1975 and 1976 sea
sons and concentrated on adults observed or collected for verification. The 
Grand Union, Ashby and·Grantham Canals were sampled throughout their 
lengths and the rest of the time available for fieldwork was devoted to the 
larger static bodies of water other than reservoirs, in particular flooded 
quarries and sand and gravel workings. 

IV. SYSTEMATIC LIST 
The order and nomenclature followed in the list are those of Kloet and 

Hincks (1964). The vernacular names are those of Longfield (1937). 
Where t~e information i_s available records comprise: developmental stage or 

sex, locality, grid reference, date and collector/observer or source. In addition to 
the standard sex symbols referring to adults, 'L' is used to identify larvae, 'E', 
exuviae (cast larval skins), and 'A', adults of unknown sex. Used in isolation, 
these symbols indicate an unspecified number of the particular sex or stage. 

· --· For the purpose ~f piotting the distributions, the author has assigned four or 
six figure grid references to those records without them, -.yherever it was con-· 
sidered possible to do so with reasonable accuracy. Similarly, where locality data 
has been received in the form of grid references only, the localities have been 
named in the systematic list. Undated records have been placed at the end of 
their respective species lists. 

Collectors and recorders referred to by their initials are as follows (arranged 
in alphabetical order of surname): JKB - J.K. Bates (collection in LMS); GACB 
- G.A.C. Bell; LSB - L.S. Biggs (specimens in LMS); RC - Ratcliffe College 
(collection in LMS); IME - I.M. Evans; JEF - J.E. Fawcett; DJF - D.J. Fox
well; PHG - P.H. Gamble; DG - D. Goddard; KH - K. Harper; DEJ - D.E. 
Jebbett; JHM - J.H. Mathias; HPM - H.P. Moon; JAM - J.A. Morton;ABR -
A.B. Ritchie; TSR - T.S. Robertson; DR - D. Roff; DS - D. Scruton; TWT -
T.~. Tailby; M.W.T - M.W. Tyler. Other initials used represent sources, as 
follows: BRC - Biological Records Centre; LLPS.NHS - Leicester Literary and 
Philosophical Society, Natural History Section; LNC - Loughborough 
Naturalists' Club; LMS - Leicestershire Museums, Art Galleries and Records . 
Service (specimens and records held by the Museum not attributable to a . 
particular collector, including those received as enquiries from the general 
public); ULDZ - University of Leicester, Department of ioology. All records 
lacking the initials of c~!}ector or source are those of the au~or. 

White-legged Damselfly, Platycnemis pennipes (Pallas) 
Specimens in the Museum said to have been taken in Leicestershire (A. 

Roebuck, in litt.); Leicestershire (Longfield, 1937); past. records (Longfield • 
1949); extinct or status very uncertain (Corbet, Longfield and Moore, 1960); A, 
often met with, Ashby Canal, bordering Ambion Wood, SP 4099, 1963, DEJ; 
19, R. Soar, near Power Station, Leicester, SK 5702, 2.viii.1968, H. Bradshaw; 
do, 99, Grand Union Canal, North Kilworth, SP 6283, 23.vii.1976/4.viii.1976; 
do, 99, Grand Union Canal, Welford, SP 6381, 4.viii.1976; do, 99, Grand Union 
Canal North Kilworth, SP 6282, 4.viii.1976. 
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Large Red Damselfly, Pyrrhosoma nymphula (Sulzer) 

Rutland (Douglas, 1908); widely distributed, 1935 (Gillman, 1936); Leices
tershire (Longfield, 1937); abundant (Longfield, 1949); l d, Bradgate Park, 
SK 5210, - vii.1950, TWT; Leicestershire (Longfield, Corbet and Moore, 1960); 
2 L, pond, near Saddington Reservoir, SP 6691, 14.v.1960, IME; A, Ashby 
Canal, bordering Ambion Wood, SP 4099, 1961, DEJ; l L, pond, Walton-on-the
Wolds, SK 634203, 6.ii.1962, RC; 3 L, pond, Bardon Hill, SK 461136, 5.v.1963, 
LMS; A, pond, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, 1964-1965, DS; do, 99 Colony 
Reservoir, Charnwood Lodge, SK 4615, 1964-1967, KH; known to be of com
mon occurrence, Groby Pool, SK 5208, 1965-1974 (Gamble 1974); A, Hamble
ton, SK 9006, 1966, MWT; A, pond, Lax Hill, Hambleton, SK 8806, 1966, 
MWT; lo, Ratcliffe on the Wreake, SK 6213, 14.vi.1967, LMS; 4 A, pond, 
Ulverscroft Nature Reserve, SK 4912, 9.vil.1968, KH; A, pond, Old Dalby, 
SK 6723, 1970, LNC; A, pond, Quenby, SK 7006, -.vi.1970, LNC; A. lngarsby 
Tunnel, SK 6604, -.vi. 1970, LNC; L, ponds, Egleton, SK 8806, 4.xi.1972, 
JAM; 2 A, pond near church, Swithland, SK 553128, IO.viii.1973, PHG; L, 
ponds, Holwell SK 7423, 18.il.1974, JAM; A, L, pond, White's Barn, Co:d New
ton, SK 708075, 9.v.1975, JAM; do, 99, pond, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, 
SP 612971, -.vi.1975; do, 99, pond, Lawn Wood, Groby, SK 504093, 29.vi. 
1975; A, garden pool, Quorn, SK 556164, 20.ix.1975, PHG. 

Common Ischnura, Ischnura elegans (van der Linden) 
200, 19, Aylestone, Leicester, SK 5701, -.vi.1910, LSB; widely distributed, 

1935 (Gillman, 1936); Leicestershire (Longfield, 1937); l 9, Grand Union Canal, 
Newton Harcourt, SP 6396, 27.vi.1940, M.E. Pickles (W.K. Ford, in litt.); lo, 
Braunstone, SK 5502, 15.vi.1946, P.A.H. Muschamp; Leiceskrshire (Longfield, 
1949); l <?, Leicester, -.vii.1950, TWT; IC?, Aylestone, Leicester. SK 5701, -.vii. 
1950, TWT; 19, Bradgate Park, SK 5201, -.vii.1950, TWT; 19, Market Har
borough, SP 7287, 27.viii.1953, LMS; Leicestershire (Longfield, Corbet and 
Moore, 1960); pond, Scraptoft Hall, Scraptoft, SK 6405, 19.v.1960, IME; IL, 
pond, Ratcliffe on the Wreake, SK 626141, 24.i.1961, RC; I L, R. Soar'. Abbey 
Park, Leicester, SK 5805, 11.v.1961, LMS; 2L, canal, West Bridge, Leicester, 
SK 5804, ll.v.1961, LMS; lL gravel pit, Sileby, SK 5915, 28.vi.1961, IME;L, 
pond, Bosworth Park, Market Bosworth, SK 4002, 5.xi.1961, I.MS; SL, pond, 
Seagrave, SK 633171, 1962, RC; 299, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, 24.vi. 
1962, LMS; A, pond, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, 1964-1966, OS; A, very 
common, Grand Union Canal, Loughborough, SK 554187, 26.v.1964, KH; 
200, 19, R. Soar, Loughborough, SK 524218, 27.v.1964, KH: do, 99, Grand 
Union Canal, Loughborough, SK 554187, 27.viii.1965, KH; lL, drained section 
of Ashby Canal, Measham, SJS: 349111, 8.iii.1967, ABR; 2od, R. Wreake, 
Ratcliffe on the Wreake, SK 6213, 14.iv.1967, LMS;A, pond near<:rand Union 
Canal, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 615969, 19.iv.1967, ABR; 41.. Saddington 

• Reservoir, SP 665908, 17.v.1967, ABR; A, Colony Reservoir. Charnwood 
Lodge, SK 4615, 18.vi.1967, KH; A. North Luffenham, SK 9303. 1968, MWT; 
3L, Grand Union Canal, Foxton, SP 701898, 3.iii.1968, LMS; Id. R. Soar, 
Mountsorrel, SK 585153, 28.viii.1968, KH; A, 'fairly common along Rivers 
Gwash and Chater', 1970-1976, MWT; L, pond, Egleton, SK 876079, 7.x.1972, 
JAM; L, pond, Egleton, SK 887062, 4.xi.1972, JAM; L, Grand Union Canal, 
Foxton, SP 700~98, 9.vi.-15.ix.1973, JAM; L, canal, Langham, SK 8611, 9.xi. 
-4.xii..1973, JAM; i., pond, Holwell, SK 743237, 18.ii.1974, JAM: Id, Cham-
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wood Lodge, SK 4615, 21.vii.1974, KH; L, pond, Hambleton, SK.891064, 
16.iii.1975, JAM; do, 99, pond, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 612971, -.vi.1975; 
do, 99, pond near Grand Union Canal, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 615968, 7.vi. 
1975; do, 99, pond near Grand Union Canal, Kibworth, SP 659952, 8.vi.1975; 
A, R. Soar, Barrow upon Soar, SK 5717, 15.vi.1975, LNC; do, 99, pond, The 
Court, Thurnby, SK 645036, 22.vi.1975; do, 99, Grand Union Canal, Wigston, 
SP 5997/6097/6196, 25.vi.1975; do, 99, pond, Wigston, SP 601976, 25.vi.1975; 
do, 99, pond, Lawn Wood, Groby, SK 504093, 29.vi.1975; do, 99, pond, Bir
stall, SK 603095, 3.viii.1976; do, 99, gravel pits, Wanlip~SK 6010/601 i, 17.vili. 
1975; do, 99, disused gravel pit, South Kilworth, SP 594806, 29.viii.1975; A, 
Empingham, SK 9509, 1976, MWT; L. river, Fox Bridge, Hambleton, SK 8909, 
13.v.-26.viii.1976, ULDZ; Id, Grand Union Canal, Loughborough, SK 549188, 
21.v.1976, KH; do, 99, Grand Union Canal, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 611969, 
12.vi.1976; do, 99, Ashby Canal, Stoke Golding, SP 392965, 13.vi.1976; do, 99, 
Ashby Canal, Dadlington, SP 3997/4098, 13.vi .. 1976; do, 99, Ashby Canal, 
Shenton, SK 3900, 13.vi.1976; do, 99, Ashby Canal, Market Bosworth, SK 
388023, 13.vi.1976; do, 99, pond, Allexton, SK 813005, 20.vi.1976; do, 99, 
pond, Launde, SK 799046, 20.vi.1976; do, 99, Grantham Canal, Hose, 
SK719299, 22.vi.1976; do, 99, Grantham Canal, Harby, SK 756324, 22.vi.1976; 
do, 99, Grantham Canal, Barkestone-le-Vale, SK 776353, 22.vi.1976; do, 99, 
Grantham Canal, Redmile, SK 790358, 22.vi.1976; do, 99, Grantham Canal, 
Bottesford, SK 8037/8136, 22.vi.1976; do, 99, pond, Ulverscroft, SK 499128, 
27.vi.1976; do, 99, pond, Broughton Astley, SP 534918, 28.vi.1976; do, 99, · 
gravel pits, Dunton Bassett, SP 537897, 28.vi.1976; do, 99, pond, Bitteswell, 
SP 540869, 28.vi.1976; do, 99, gravel pits, Shawell, SP 5380/5480, 28.vi.1976; 
do, 99, disused gravel pit, South Kilworth, SP 594806, 28.vi.1976; do, 99, Ash
by Canal, Shenton, SK 391007, 30.vi.1976; do, 99, Ashby Canal, Carlton 
Bridge, SK 385043, 30.vi.1976; do, 99, Ashby Canal, Congerstone, SK 371050, 
30.vi.1976; do, 99, Ashby Canal, Shackerstone, SK 374070, 30.vi.1976; do, 
99, Ashby Canal, Pare's Bridge, Snarestone, SK 342085, 30.vi.1976; do, 99, 
disused brick pit, Whitwick, SK 430154, 7.vii.1976; do, 99, stream, Whitwick, 
SK 427151, 7.vii.1976; do, 99, pond, Lawn Wood, Groby, SK 504093, 7.vii. 
1976; do, 99, pond, Knaptoft, SP 635881, 23.vii.1976; do, 99, pond, Knaptoft, 
SP 634877, 23.vii.1976; do, 99, Grand Union Canal, Newton Harcourt, SP 
641967, 24.vii.1976; do, 99, Grand Union Canal, Wistow, SP 6595/6596, 24.vii. 
1976; do, 99, Grand Union Canal, Smeeton Westerby, SP 668923, 24.vii.1976; 
do, 99, gravel pits, Grand Union Canal and R. Soar, Wanlip, SK 5912/6010/ 
6011/6012, 25.vii.1976; do, 99, Welford arm, Grand Union Canal, Husbands 
Bosworth, SP 634819, 4.viii.1976; do, 99, Grand Union Canal, North Kilworth, 
SP 626827, 4.viii.1976; lL, pond, Wartnaby, SK 708220, 28.vi.1977, JHM; A, 
Pope's pond, Enderby, SP 5399, early 1970's, JAM; Grantham Canal, Harby
Plungar, SK 7431/7531/7532/~533/7633/7634, early 1970's, JAM. 

Common Blue Damselfly, Enallagma cyathigerum (Charpentier) 
lo, Aylestone, Leicester, SK 5701, 12.vi.1910, LSB; widely distributed 

(Gillman, 1936); Leicestershire (Longfield, 1937); 3dd, 2 99 ,Cropstori, SK 5411, 
4.vii.1939, M.E. Pickles (W.K. Ford, in litt.); Leicestershire (Longfield, 1949); 
lL, pool, disused quarry, Enderby, SP 5399, 19.ii.1949, HPM; Leicestershire 
(Longfield, Corbet and Moore, 19'60);· IL, pond near Reservoir, Saddington, 
SP 6591, 14.v.1960, IME; IL, Welford arm, Grand Union Canal, Husbands 

.. 
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Bosworth, SP 6381, 25.vi.1960, IME; lo, Bradgate Park, SK 5210, 12.viii.1960, 
B.N. Parker; lL, Eyebrook Reservoir, Great Easton, SP 852943, 24.vi.1962, 
IME; lo, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, 24.vi.1962, LMS; 199, pond, Crops
ton, SK 5411, 7.vii.1962, R.C. Higgins; A, pond, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 
6196, 1964-1966, D.S.; A, Swithland Reservoir, SK 5514, 25.vii.1964, C.F. 
Mason; known to be of common occurrence, Groby Pool, SK 5208, 1965-1974 
(Gamble, 1974); lo, 19, Ratcliffe on the Wreake, SK 626136; 14.vi.1967, LMS; 
lL, pond, Wistow, SP 645958, 17.v.1967, ABR; A, fairly common R. Gwash 
and Chater, 1970-1976, MWT; L, pond, Egleton, SK 876079, 7.x.1972, JAM; 
lL, downstream of Fox Bridge, Hambleton, SK 8908, 17.vi.1975, ULDZ; lo, 
wood; Groby, SK 518088, 21.vi.1975; do, 99, Groby Pool, SK 522082, 21.vi. 
1975; do, 99, pond near Grand Union Canal, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 615968, 
25.vi.1975; do, 99, pond, Lawn Wood, Groby, SK 504093, 29.vi.1975; 200, 
19,quarry, Groby, SK 5p087, 29.vi.1975;00, 99, gravel pits, Wanlip, 
SK 6010/6011, 3.vili.1975, 17.viii.1975; do, 99, disused gravel pit, South 
Kilworth, SP 594806, 29.viii.1975; do, 99, gravel pit, Shawell, SP 5380/5480, · 
29.vili.1975; A, Empingham, SK 9509, 1976, MWT; do, 99, Grand Union Canal, 
Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 611969, l 2.vi.1976; A, Grantham Canal, Bottesford, 
SK 804371, 22.vi.1976; A, pond near Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 612971, 22.vi. 
1976; oo, 99, fish pond, Ulverscroft, SK 499128, 27.vi.1976; oo, 99,reservoir,· 
Nanpanton, SK 5017, 27.vi.1976; A, pond, Broughton Astley, SP 534918, 28.vi. 
1976; A, gravel pit, Dunton Bassett, SP 537897, 28.vi.1976; A, pond, Bitteswell, 
SP 540869, 28.vi.1976; do, 99, gravel pits, Shawell, SP 5380/5480, 28.vi.1976; 
do, 99, disused gravel pit, South Kilworth, SP 594806, 28.vi.1976; A, Ashby 
Canal, Carlton Bridge, SK 385043, 30.vi.1976; A, Ashby Canal, Shakerstone, 
SK 374070, 30.vi.1976; A, Ashby Canal, Pare's Bridge, Snarestone, SK 342085, 
30.vi.1976; oo-;-99; disused brick pit, Whitwick,.SK 430i54, 7.vii.1976; do, 
99, stream, Whitwick, SK 427151, 7.vii.1976; A, pond, Lawn Wood, Groby, 
SK 504093, 7.vii.1976; A, Grand Union Canal, Wistow, SP 6595/6596, 24.vii. 
1976; oo, 99, gravel pits, R. Soar and Grand Union Canal, .Wanlip, SK 5912/ 
6010/6011/6012, 25.vii.1976; lo, Welford arm, Grand Union Canal, Husbands 
Bosworth, SP 635816, 4.vili.1976. I 

Common Coenagrion, Coenagrion puella (L.) I 

Rutland, (Douglas, 1908); Widely distributed, 1935 (Gillman, 1936); Leices
tershire (Longfield, 1937); Leicestershire (Longfield, 1949); 2c5o, 19, Aylestone, 
Leicester, SK 5701, -.vii.1950, TWT; lo, Market Harborough, SP 7287, 15.v. 
1952, TSR; Leicestershire (Corbet, Longfield and Moore, 1960); 19, pond, Cole
orton Hall, SK 388174, 6.vii.1961, J. Crocker; do, 99, Colony Reservoir, Cham
wood Lodge, SK 4615, 1964-1968, 1975-1976, KH; A. pond, Kilby Bridge, 
Wigston, SP 6196, 1964-1966, DS; known to be of common occurrence, Groby 
Pool, SK 5208, 1965-1974, (Gamble, 1974); 19 swept from grass, disused 
quarry, Stonesby, SK 813251, 13.vi.1965, KH; A, North Luffenham, SK 9303, 
1968, MWT; A. Ulverscroft Nature Reserve, SK 4912, -.v.1971, LNC; L, pond, 
Egleton, SK 876079, 7.x.1972, JAM; L, pond, Egleton, SK 889062, 4.xi.1972, 
JAM; L, pond, Egleton, SK 882071, 4.xi.1972, 12Jii.1975, JAM; l lL, ponds, 
Holwell, SK 7423, 18.ii.1974, JAM; L, pond, White's Barn, Cold Newton, 
SK 708075, 19.v.1975, JAM; oo, 99, pond near Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 
612971, -.vi.1975; L, pond, Egleton, SK 874064, 24.vi.1975, JAM; A, pond, 
Eastwell, SK 7728, 1976, LNC, do, 99, Ashby Canal, Stoke Golding, SP 392965, 
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13.vi.1976; A. Grantham Canal, Hose, SK 719299, 22.vi.1976; A, Grantham 
Canal, Harby, SK 756324, 22.vi.1976; do, 99, fish pond, Ulverscroft, SK 
499128, 27.vi.1976; A, gravel pits, Shawell, SP 5380/5480, 28.vi.1976; do, 99, 
disused gravel pit, South Kilworth, SP 594806, 28.vi.1976; A, Ashby Canal, 
Carlton Bridge, SK 385043, 30.vi.1976; A, Grand Union Canal, Newton Har
court, SP 641967, 24.vii.1976; 19, Foxton Locks, SP 692896, LMS. 

Variable Coenagrion, Coenagrion pulchellum (van der Linden) 
lo, Market Harborough, SP 7287, 15.v.1952, TSR; lo, 299, Kilby Bridge, 

Wigston, SP 6196.-24.vi.1962, LMS; A, pond, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, 
1964-1966, DS; do, 99, Grantham Canal, Barkestone-le-Vale, SK 776353, • 
22.vi.1976; do, 99, Grantham Canal, Bottesford, SK 810368, 22.vi.1976. 

Red-eyed Damselfly, Erythromma na/as (Hansemann) 
Quite common on one stream, 1935 (Gillman 1936); locally common on the 

Soar River (A. Roebuck, in litt.); Leicestershire (Longfield, 1937); 200, canal, 
Newton Harcourt, SP 6396, 4.vi.1940, M.E. Pickles (W.K. Ford, in litt.); com
mon very locally (Longfield, 1949); IL, Grand Union Canal, Wistow, SP 6496, · 
23J.1949, HPM; l<?~aricet Harborough·, SP 7287, 1s.v:1ff2, TSR; L~icester
shire (Corbet, Longfield and Moore, 1960); 2L, Grand Union Canal, Kibworth 
Bridge, Kibworth Harcourt, SP 661947, 21.i.1960, IME; 2L, Grand Union Canal, 
Wistow, SP 655959, 20.ii.1960, IME; lo, 19, Grand Union Canal, Debdale 
Wharf, Gumley, SP 695915, 14.v.1960, IME; IL, Grand Union Canal, Kilby 
Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, 4.xi.1962, DG; IL, Grand Union Canal, Kilby Bridge, 
Wigston, SP 6196, 17.xi.1962, K. Edwards; abundant, Ashby Canal bordering 
Ambion Wood, Sutton Cheney, SP 4099, 1963, DEJ; 2L, drained section of 
Ashby Canal, Measham, SK 349110, 8.iii.1967, ABR; lL, Grand Union Canal, 
Kilby Brid_ge, · Wigston, SP 612969, 12.iv.1967, ABR; 7L, pond near Grand 
Union Canal, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 615 968, 19.iv.1967, ABR; IL, pond, 
Wistow, SP 644958, 17.v.1967, ABR; SL, Grand Union Canal, Foxton, SP 
700898, 3.iii.1968, LMS: A, pond, Cropston, SK 546115, 21.vi.1969, LNC; L, 
Oakham Canal, Burley, SK 8611, 9.xi.1973, 4.xii.1973, JAM; do, 99, pond near 
Grand Union Canal, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, -.vi.1975, -.vi.1976; do, 
99, Ashby Canal, Stoke Golding, SP 392965, 13.vi.1976; do, 99, Ashby Canal, 
Dadlington, SP 3997/4098, 13.vi.1976; do, 99, Ashby Canal, Shenton, SK 
395000, 13.vi.1976; A, reservoir, Nanpanton, Loughborough, SK 507169, 
27.vi.1976; do, 99, Ashby Canal, Shenton, SK 391007, 30.vi.1976; do, 99, 
Ashby Canal, Carlton Bridge, SK 385043, 30.vi.1976; do, 99, Ashby Canal, Con
gerstone, SK 371050, 30.vi.1976; do, 99, Ashby Canal, Shackerstone, SK 
374070, 30.vi.1976; do, 99, Ashby Canal, Pare's Bridge, Snarestone, SK 342085, 
30.vi.1976. 

Green Lestes, Lestes sponsa (Hansemann) 
Known to have been taken [in Leicestershire] (A. Roebuck, in litt.); Leices- .. 

tershire (Longfield, 1937); local (Longfield, 1949); Leicestershire, (Corbet, 
Longfield and Moore, 1960); 200, Bradgate Park, SK 5210, 12.viii.1960, B.N. 
Parker; do, 99, pond, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SK 6196, 1964-5, DS; 19, Colony 
Reservoir, Charnwood Lodge, SK 4615, 8.viii.1965, KH; lo, 19, Colony Reser-
voir, Charnwood Lodge, SK 4615, 10.vii.1966, KH; A, Hambleton, SK 9207, 
30.vii.1972, MWT; lo, disused gravel pit, South Kilworth, SP 594806, 29.viii. 
1975. 
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Banded Agrion, Agrion sp/endens (Harris) 

A, Haby, SK 6717; 16.vi.1900, LMS; 19, Aylestone, Leicester, SK 5701, 
19.vi.1910, LSB; abundant, 1935 (Gillman, 1936); locally, south of Leicester 
and in Rutland (A. Roebuck, in litt.); Leicestershire, Rutland (Longfield, 1937); 
2dd, Newton Harcourt, SP 6396, 14.vi.1940, M.E. Pickles (W.K. Ford, in litt.); 
2cc, Brooksby, SK 6616, 18.vi.1940, M.E. Pickles (W.K. Ford, in litt.); 19, 
Barrowden, SP 9499, -.vi.1946, JKB; Leicestershire, (Longfield, 1949); IL, 
Barrowden, SP 9499, 13.iv.1949, JKB; lo, Barrowden, SP 9499, 3.vi.1950, JKB; 
Leicestershire, (Longfield, Corbet and Moore, 1960); I L Welford arm,Grand 
Union Canal, Husband's Bosworth, SP 639813, 15.vii.1961, IME; 19, R. Sence, 
Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, 14.vi.1962, DJF; 3dd, 19, Kilby Bridge, Wigs
ton, SP 6196, 27.vi.1963, DG; do, 99, Kilby Pit, Wigston, SP 6196, 1964-1966, 
DS;2dd,299, Ratcliffe on the Wreake, SK 6213, 14.iv.1967, LMS; 2L, R. Sence, 
Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 613968, 19.iv.1967, ABR; 2cc, 599, Countesthorpe 
Brook, Countesthorpe, SP 5994, -.vii.1967, ABR; I 9, Countesthorpe Brook, 
Countesthorpe, SP 595945, 27.vii.1967, LMS; A, North Luffenham, SK 9303, 
1968, MWT; A, Empingham, SK 9407, 3.vi.19?°1, MWT; A, Edith Weston, 
SK 9206, 9.vi.1972, MWT; A, Empingham, SK 9307, 20.vi.1972, MWT; A, 
Empingham, SK 9307, 9.vii.1972, MWT; A, Upper Hambleton, SK 9006, 23.vii. 
1972, MWT; A, Whitwell, SK 9207, 30.vii.1972, MWT; A, Manton, SK 8905, 
-.vi.1973, MWT; A, Whitwell, SK 9207, 3.vi.1973, MWT; do, 99, flooded 
hollows along bridle track, Barrow-on-Soar, SK 585159, 23.vi.1973, PHG; lo, 
Buddon Brook, Quorn House Park, SK 558160, 30.vi.1973, LNC; A, Upper 
Hambleton, SK 9006, 2.vii.1973, MWT; L, R.Gwash, Hambleton/Whitwell, 
SK 924075, 3.x.1973, JAM; A, Upper Hambleton, SK 9006, 28.vii.1974, MWT; 
IL, Stanton Brook, Stanton. Wyville, SP 734947, 20.iii.1975, C. Wright; A, 
Upper Hambleton, SK 9006, 8.vi.1975, MWT; A, marshy ground, Sheepy 
Magna, SK 3201, 22.vi.1975, LNC; A, R. Soar, Croft/Stoney Stanton, SP 
504946, 24.vi.1975, E.C. Hammond; do, 99, Grand Union Canal, Kilby Bridge, 
Wigston, SP 5997/6097/6196, 25.vi.1975; lo, R. Soar, Cotes, SK 554207, 29.vi. 
1975, PHG; do, Grand Union Canal, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 611969, 12.vi. 
1976; A, Upper Hambleton, SK 9006, 13.vi.1976, MWT; 19, fish pond, Ulvers
croft, SK 499128, 27.vi.1976; 19, Ashby Canal, Congerstone, SK 371050, 30.vi. 
1976; 200, gravel pit, East Goscote, SK 6313, 5.vi.1977, PHG. 

Demoiselle Agrion, Agrion virgo (L.) 
Rutland (Douglas, 1908); 19, Narborough Bog, SP.5497, 1931, LMS; 19, Eye 

Brook, Uppingham, SP 8398, 27.vi.1936, LMS; common on the southern boun
dary [of Leicestershire) and in Rutland (A. Roebuck, in litt.); Leicestershire, 
Rutland (Longfield, 1937); Id, Eye Brook, Allexton, SK 8100, [ 1939 or 1940), 
M.E. Pickles (W.K. Ford, in litt.); locally common (Longfield 1949); Leicester
shire (Longfield, Corbet and Moore, 1960); A, Whitwell, SK 9207, 4.vi.1972, 
MWT; A, Eye Brook, SP 89, 30.vii.1972, MWT; A, Swithland Reservoir, 
Rothley, SK 562143, I.vii.I 973, PHG. 

Golden-ringed Dragonfly, Cordu/egaster boltonii (Donovan) 
'Said to have been taken a few miles from Leics. but not by these 

collectors' [Rev. J.G. Gillman and P.A.H. Muschamp) (A. Roebuck, in litt.); 
·rare (Longfield, 1937); recorded in the past (Longfield, 1949); extinct or status· 
very uncertain (Corbet, Longfield and Moore, 1960); should probably be deleted 
from county list (seep. 30). 
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Southern Aeshna, Aeshna cyanea (Muller) 
19, Aylestone, Leicester, SK 5701, SJx.1909, LSB; lo, Baggrave, SK 6909, 

20.vili.1921, LMS; lo, Groby, SK 5208, 3.ix.1935, LMS; Leicestershire, 1935 
(Gillman, 1936); fairly common and pretty well distributed but not abundant 
in Leicestershire (A. Roebuck in litt.); very common [Leicestershire/Rutland) 
(Longfield, 1937); 4L, pond, Cork Hall, Newton Linford, SK 524092, 21.ix. 
1948, HPM; 2L, pond, Scraptoft, SK 645064, 3.xi.1948, HPM; IL, artificial 
pond, Oadby, SK 616016, 1.xii.1948, HPM; very common, (Longfield, 1949); 
IL, R. Welland, Barrowden, SP 9499, 13.iv.1949, JKB; 19, Bradgate Park, 

.SK 5210, -.vii.1950, TWT; IL, Frying Pan Pond, Beacon Hill, Woodhouse, 
SK S°l 14, 15.vi.1953, G.S. Bailey; lo, Market Harborough, SP 7287, 30.viii. 
1953, TSR; lo, 19, Great Bowden, SP 7488, 18.vili.1954, TSR; IL, pond, 
Bradgate Park, SK 5210, 6.ix.1958, DJF; 19, near Old John, Bradgate Park, 
Newtown Linford, SK 5211, 13.ix.1958, DJF; SL, pond, Bradgate Park, 
Newtown Linford, SK 5210, 25.vili.1959, R.D. Osborne; 19, pond, near Old 
John, Bradgate Park, SK 5211, 25.vili.1959, DJF; Leicestershire (Corbet, 
Longfield and Moore, 1960); A, Quorn, SK 5616, 1961, LNC; lo, Coleorton 
Hall, SK 389174, 30.viii.1961, J. Crocker; IL, pond near HalJ Gate Spinney, 
Bradgate Park, SK 5211, l.ix.1961, DJF; 6L, Frying Pan Pond, Beacon Hill, 
Woodhouse, SK S:114, 1.v.1962, DJF/IME; A, Grand Union Canal, Lough
borough, SK 549188, 18.ix.1963, KH; IL Frying Pan Pond, Beacon Hill, 
Woodhouse, SK 5114, 14 .. vi.1964, N.R. Dove; 19, garden, Thurnby, Leicester 
SK 6404, 28.vii.1964, LMS; A, pond, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, 1964-
1966, DS; of common occurrence, Groby Pool, SK 5208, 1965-1974 (Gamble, 
1974); 200, I 9, Countesthorpe Brook, Countesthorpe, 27.vii.-1.vili.1967, ABR; 
IL, Thurlaston, SP 484987, 30.v.1968, N.A. Martin; IE, Juncus stem, pond, 
Ulverscroft Nature Reserve, SK 492127, 21.vii.1968, IME; IA, R. Soar, Mount
sorrel, SK 585153, 28.vili.1968, KH; A, Stretton, SK 9516, 10.vili.1970, MWT; 
A, Burley, SK 8809, 13.ix.1970, MWT; IA, Walton Lodge, North Kilworth, 
SP 6085, 20.x.1971, LMS; IA, garden pond, Leicester, SK 5602, 7.ix.1973, 
LMS; A, Gunthorpe, SK 8705, 28.vii.1974, MWT; L, pond, White's Barn, Cold 
Newton, SK 708075, 19.v.1975, JAM; A, Buddon Wood, Quorn, SK 562154, 

. 26.vii.1975, PHG; A, Hambleton, SK 9006, 3.vili.1975, MWT; 2A, Empingham, 
SK 9408, 6.viii.1975, MWT; 4A, R. Gwash, Empingham, SK 9508, 14.vili.1975, 
MWT; 2A, Empingham, SK 9608, 14.viii.1975, MWT; IA, Oakham, SK 8608, 
14.viii.1975, MWT; 6A, Hambleton, SK 9106, 17.viii.1975, MWT; IA, Oakham, 
SK 8608, 24.viii.1975, MWT; IA, Thurnby, SK 6403, 6.x.1975, LMS; 2A, Co-
lony Reservoir, Charnwood Lodge, SK 4615, 11.vii.1976, KH; 2A, Hambleton, 
SK 9106, 11.vii.1976, MWT; 2A, pool, Beacon Hill, Woodhouse, SK 520145, 
12.vii.1976, PHG; 2A, Hambleton, SK 8906, 25.vii.1976, MWT; A, over marshy 
ground, Lowesby, SK 7207, 1.viii.1976, LNC; IA, A47, Thurnby, SK 6404, 
4.viii.1976, LMS; A, Lyndon, SK 9005, 5.ix.1976, MWT; A, Hambleton, SK 
8906, 31.x.1976, MWT; occasional, garden pond, Quam, SK 558162, July/ 
August, 1963-1977, PHG; frequent, Swithland Reservoir, Rothley/Quorn/Wood
house, July/August, 1963-1977, PHG. 

• 

• 
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Brown Aeshna, Aeshna grandis (L.) 
Id, 19, canal side, Leicester, 3.viii.1885, LMS; IA, Spinney Hills, Leicester, 

SK 6004, 1900, LMS; Rutland, (Douglas, 1908); flying in numbers, 1935 
(Gillman, 1936), abundant (A. Roebuck, in litt.); very common (Longfield, 
1949); IL, disused quarry, Enderby, SP 5399, 19.ii.1949, HPM; 19, Aylestone, 
Leicester, SK 5701, -.viii.1952, TSR (ex. BRC); Id, Market Harborough, SP 
7287. -.viii.1953, LMS; Id, 19, Great Bowden, SP 7488, 30.viii.1953, TSR (ex. 
BRC); Id, Carlton Curlieu, SP 6997, 14.vii.1954, TWT; Id, Great Bowden, 
SP 7488, 18.viii.l 954, TSR; Leicestershire (Corbet, Longfield and Moore 1960); 
_IA, Ashby Canal, Far Coton, SK 3802, 1960, DEJ; Id, in house, Braunstone, 
Leicester, SK 5602, 21.vi.1960, LMS; Id, R. Soar, Barrow upon Soar, S-K 5717, 
20.viii.1960, DJF; 19, Eyres Monsell, Leicester, SP 5799, 30.vii.1961, LMS; 99, 
pond, Coleorton, SK 3917, 31.viii.1961, J. Crocker; IL, Grand Union Canal, 
Wistow, SP 655959, 7.vii.1962, !ME; Id, Burbage Wood, Hinckley, SP 4494, 
29.vii.1962, DJF; 19, pond, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 612971, 7.ix.1963, DG; 
A, pond, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, 1964-1966, DS; Id, Pullman Road, 
Wigston, SP 5998, 17.vii.1964, LLPS.NHS; 19, Foxton, SP 6989, -.viii.1964, 
LLPA.NHS; IA, Swithland Reservoir, SK 5514, 15.viii.1964, LLPS.NHS; of 
common occurrence, Groby Pool, 1965-1974, SK 5208, (Gamble, 1974); 19, 
Asquith Boulevard, Leicester, SK 5900, 17.vii.1965, LMS; 19, Knighton, 
Leicester, SK 6001, 24.vii.1965, LMS; 4A, Grand Union Canal, Loughborough, 
SK 549188, 27.viii.1965, KH; Id, garden, Knighton, Leicester, SK 5900, 28.vii. 
1965, LLPS.NHS; Id, Thurnby, SK 6404, 9.vii.1966, LLPS.NHS; Id, Knighton, 
Leicester, SK 590 I, l 2.viii.1966, U.fS; A, Grand Union Canal, Aylestone, 
Leicester, SK 5701, 16.viii.1966, LLPS.NHS; IA, Thurmaston, SK 6109, 19.ix. 
1966, LLPS.NHS; 4L, drained stretch of Ashby Canal, Measham, SK 349110, 
8.iii.1967, ABR; 2L, pond, near Grand Union Canal, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, 
SP 615968, 19.iv.1967, ABR; Id, Newarke Houses, Leicester, SK 5804, 12.vii. 
1967, LMS; A, Countesthorpe Brook, Countesthorpe, 28.vii.-2.viii.1967, ABR; 
IA, R. Sence, Great Glen, SP 657983, -.vii.1967, ABR; Id, sewage works, Wan
lip, SK 5911, 21.viii.1967, LMS; IA, Great Glen, SP 654960, 21.vii.1968, ABR; 
A, lower reaches, R. Wreake, near 'Wanlip gravel pits', SK 6012, -.viii.1968, H. 
Bradshaw; 2A, Grand Union Canal, SP 6196, l.viii.1968, ABR; IA, R. Soar, 
Mountsorrel, SK 585153, 28.viii.1968, KH; IA, Wigston, SK 6000, 19.vii.1969, 
LMS; IA, Leicester SK 5603, 24.vii.1969, LMS; Id, Leicester, SK 5904, 30.vii. 
1969, LMS; Id, Leicester, SK 5604, 14.vii.1970, LMS; A, Brooke, SK 8405, 
22.vii.1970, MWT; IA, Aylestone Road, Leicester, SK 5802, 1971, LMS; A, 
Swithland Reservoir, SK 5514, 1971, LNC; A, Groby Pool, SK 5208, 1971, 
LNC; A, gravel pits, Asfordby, SK 6918, 1971, LNC; IA, centre of Leicester, 
SK 5804, 5.vii.1971, LNC; IA, Belgrave, Leicester, SK 5807, 20.viii.1971, LMS; 
99, R. Soar, Belgrave, Leicester, SK 5907, l l.ix.1971, H. Bradshaw; IA, stream, 
Humberstone, Leicester, SK 6205, 27.vii.1972, LMS; IA, Leicester, SK 5603, 
13.viii.1972, LMS; 19, Leicester, SK 6006, 1973, LMS; A, Burley, SK 8809, 
10.viii.1973, MWT; 2A, Grand Union Canal, Saddington, SP 665926, 17.vii. 
1974, JHM; IA, Grand Union Canal, Fleckney, SP 657943, 24.vii.1974, JHM; 
IA, Thurmaston, SK 6108, 25.vii.1974, LMS; IA, Hinckley, 13.viii.1974, LMS; 
IA, Charnwood Lodge, Charley, SK 4615, 17.viii.1974, KH; 2A, Welford arm, 
Grand Union Canal, Husbands Bosworth, SP 642811, 20.viii.1974, JHM; IA, 
Leicester, SK 6204, 1975, LMS; IA, pond near Grand Union Canal, Kilby 
Bridge, Wigston, SP 615968, 25.vi.1975; 2A, Empingham, SK 9509, 16.vii.1975, 
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MWT; do, 99, pond, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 612971, 27.vii.1975; do, 99, 
pond, near Grand Union Canal, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 615968, 27.vii.1975; 
A, Ryhall, TF 0410, 30.vii.1975, MWT; IA, Charnwood Lodge, Charley, 
SK 465154, 2.viii.1975, KH; do, 99, gravel pits, Syston, SK 6010/6011, -.viii. 
1975; IA, Leicester, SK 6005, 10.viii.1975, LMS; 99, disused gravel pit, South 
Kilworth, SP 594806, 29.viii.1975; A, gravel pits, Shawell, SP 5380/5480, 
29.viii.1975; A, ditch, Whitwick, SK 427151, 7.vii.1976; A, pond, Lawn Wood, 
Groby, SK 504093, 7.vii.1976; IA, Leicester, SK 5905, 7.vii.1976, LMS; 2A, 
Colony Reservoir, Charnwood Lodge, Charley, SK 4615, 11.vii.1976, KH; IA, 
spider's web, De Montfort Road, Hinckley, SP 4394, 13.vii.1976; IA, Aylestone, 
Leicester, SK 5801, 19.vii.1976, LMS; A, Grand Union Canal, Newton Harcourt, 
SP 641967, 24.vii.1976; A, Grand Union Canal, Wistow, SP 6595/6596, 24.vii. 
1976; A, Grand Union Canal, Smeeton Westerby, SP 668923, 24.vii.1976; do, 
99, gravel pits, R. Soar and Grand Union Canal, Syston/Thurmaston, SK 5912/ 
6010/6011/6012, 25.vii.1976; A, Welford arm, Grand Union Canal, Husbands 
Bosworth, SP 634819, 4.viii.1976; A, Grand Union Canal, North Kilworth, 
SP 6282/6283, 4.viii.1976; 2A, Tinwell, TF 0006, 10.viii.1976. MWT. 

Common Aeshna, Aeshna juncea,(L.) _ 
Occurs but not commonly (A. Roebuck in litt.); uncommon (Longfield, 

1949); Leicestershire (Corbet, Longfield and Moore, 1960). This species was 
reported from Rutland in the early nineteen-seventies, but in view of its close 
resemblance in flight to A. cyanea it is considered that these records require 
confirmation. 

· Scarce Aeshna, Aeshna mix ta Latreille 
IA, General Post Office, Leicester, SK 5804, 1935 (Gillman, 1936); Leicester 

City (Longfield 1949); garden, Leicester, SK 6106, -.viii.1950, TWT (Robertson 
1953); lo, canal towpath, Market Harborough, SP 7287, 30.viii.1953, TSR; lo, 
Market Harborough, SP 7387, 4.ix.1953, TSR (ex. BRC); Leicestershire (Long
field, Corbet and Moore, 1960); lo, gravel pits, Shawell, SP 540801, 29.viii. 
1975; IA, between Grand Union Canal and Saddington Reservoir, Saddington, 
SP 6691, 22.viii.1976,PHG; IA, Swithland Reservoir, Woodhouse, SK 555144, 
19.ix.1976, PHG. 

Emperor Dragonfly, Anax imperator Leach 
IA, Ashby Canal, Far Coton, SK 3802, -.vii.1960, DEJ; 19, 2A, Ashby 

Canal, bordering Ambion Wood, Sutton, Cheney, SP 4099, 31.vii.1960, DEJ; lo, 
19, Ashby Canal, bordering Ambion Wood, Sutton Cheney, SP 4099, 28.vii. 
1963, DEJ; lo, Grand Union Canal between Woodthorpe and Moorlane Bridges, 
Quorn/Loughborough, SK 5518 approx., 11.viii.1977, 'the first occasion I have 
seen this striking dragonfly in Leicestershire', PHG. 

Broad-bodied Libellula, Libellula depressa L. 
A, Narborough, SP 5497, 5.viii.1887 (Report of Town Museum, Leicester, 

1890); Rutland (Douglas, 1908); 19, Aylestone, Leicester, SK 5701, 13.vi.1909, 
LSB; lo, Aylestone, Leicester, SK 5701, 10.vi.1910, LSB; fairly common [in 
Leicestershire] (A. Roebuck, in litt.); lo, :Aylestone, Leicester, SK 5701, 5.vi. 
1937, LMS; Leicestershire (Longfield, 1949); lo, Bradgate Park, SK 5210, 
-.vii.1950, TWT; SL, Bradgate Park, SK 5210, -.v.1959, DJF; Leicestershire 
(Longfield, Corbet and Moore, 1960); IL, pond, Scraptoft, SK 648052, 15.i. 
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1960, HPM; I 9, Ashby Canal, Far Coton, SK 3802, l 2.vii.1964, DEJ; Id, pond, 
Fleckney, SP 6493, -.vii.1965, LLPS.NHS; Id, pool, Quenby, SK 701068, 
l I.vi.1970, H. Bradshaw. 

Four-spotted Libellula, Libel/ula quadrimaculata L. 
A, pond, Wigston, SK 6196, 23.vi.1945 (Payne, ,1945); Leicestershire (Long

field, 1949); 19, Welland Spinney, Barrowden, SK 9600, 3.vi.1950, JKB; lE, Id, 
Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, 29.vi.1953, TSR; Id, var. praenubila Newman, 
Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, 23.vii.1953, TSR (ex. BRC); Leicestershire 
(Corbet, Longfield and Moore, 1960); A, pond, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, 
1964-1966, DS; Id, 19, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, 4.vi.1961, DG; A, R. 
Welland, Ketton, SK 9903, 28.ix.1970, MWT; Id, Id var. praenubila Newman, 
pond, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 612971, 26.vi.1976; IA, gravel pit, Dunton 
Bassett, SP 537897, 28.vi.1976 . 

Ruddy Sympetrum, Sympetrum sanguineum (Muller) 
IA, near Wigston, SP 6196, 1951,J.D. Swales(Robertson, 1953);A,in 1952 

this species was numerous along several hundred yards of Canal and nearby rail
way embankment in the Wigston to Kilby district, SP 6196/6197, TSR (Robert
son, 1953); dd, 19, R. Soar near Pillings Lock, Quorn, SK 564185, 18.vii.1976, 
PHG. 

Black Sympetrum, Sympetrum scoticum (Leach in Donovan) 
Id, small pond, near Colony Reservoir, Charnwood Lodge, Charley, SK 4615, 

-.viii.1965, PHG ._ 

Common Sympetrum, Sympetrum striolatum (Charpentier) 
19, Aylestone, Leicester, SK 5701, 12.ix.1909, LSB; Id, Barrow upon Soar, 

SK 5717, 3.viii.1934, LMS; widely distributed, 1935 (Gillman, 1936); very 
common and widely distributed (A. Roebuck, in litt.); Leicestershire (Longfield, 
1937); Leicestershire (Longfield, 1949); Id, Aylestone, Leicester, SK 5701, 
-.vii.1950, TWT; 19, pond, Wanlip, -.vii.1950, TWT; Id, Barkby, SK 6309, 
-.viii.1950, TWT; do, 99, Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, 1953-1954, TSR; 19, 
Market Harborough, SP 7287, 30.viii.1953, TSR; Leicestershire (Corbet, Long
field and Moore, 1960); Id, Bradgate Park, SK 5210, 12.viii.1960, B.N. Parker; 
lL, pond near Old John, Bradgate Park, SK 5211, 18.viii.1960, IME; A, pond, 
Kilby Bridge, Wigston, SP 6196, mid-1960's, DS; A, quarry, Mountsorrel, SK 
572151, 28.viii.1968, KH; Id, R. Soar, Mountsorrel, SK 5815, 28.viii.1968, KH; 
A, garden pond, Empingham, SK 9508, 20.ix.1970, MWT; A, Asfordby, SK 
6918, 17.x.1970, LNC; A, Aylestone, Leicester SK 5701, -.ix.1971, LNC; A, 
Birstall, SK 6009, -.ix.1971, LNC; 19, Swithland Reservoir, Woodhouse, SK 
555143, 14.ix.1974, PHG; dd, 99, gravel pits, Syston, SK 6010/6011, -.viii. 
1975; do, 99, disused gravel pit, South Kilworth, SP 594806, 29.viii.1975; dd, 
99, gravel pits, Shawell, SP 5380/5480, 29.viii.1975, dd, 99, stream, Whitwick, 
SK 427151, 7.vii.1976; Id, charnwood Lodge Nature Reserve, Charley, SK 
467156, l I.vii.1976, PHG; A, pond, garden, Empingham, SK 9508, IS.viii. 
1976, MWT; Id, stream near Saddington Reservoir, Saddington, SP 6691, 
22.viii.1976, PHG; Id, Ingle Pingle Pool, Loughborough, SK 531192, 7.ix.1976, 
PHG. 
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V. DISTRIBUTION MAPS 
The distribution maps are based on units of 2 km. square (tetrads). Each 10 

km. square of the Ordnance Survey grid is divided into 25 of these units. Follow
ing B.R.C. convention, open circles have been used for records up to and includ
ing 1960 and filled circles for records from 1961. Where records for both periods 
exist only that ~or the later is indicated. 
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Common Sympetrum 
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Of the 44 species of dragonfly on the British List, 20 have been recorded 
from Leicestershire, though fewer are likely to be present today. The Black 
Sympetrum, Sympetrum scoticum, has only ever been recorded from one local
ity on one occasion. It has not been seen for over ten years and it is possible that 
the record referred to an individual which had wandered outside its normal 
range. The sporadic records of the very distinctive Emperor Dragonfly, Anax 
imperator, suggest that it does not breed regularly in the County. 

Several other species are likely to occur in Leicestershire. The Hairy Dragon
fly, Brachytron pratense (Muller), has been recorded from five of the surround
ing counties, and has possibly been overlooked in Leicestershire because of its 
similarity to the blue aeshnas. The Yellow-winged Sympetrum, Sympetrum 
jlaveolum (L.J, an ·immigrant species, occasionally reaches the British Isles in 
numbers. There is no reason why it should not from time to time turn up in 
Leicestershire. 

Wetlands are subject to immense pressures from man, and dragonflies, with 
their aquatic larvae, many of which require a specific type of fresh-water habitat, 
are extremely vulnerable to change. Very much more survey work is required, 
before the status of the rarer species in the county can be accurately assessed. It 
is hoped that this account, the publication of a new book on the Order, and the 
organisation by BRC of a national Odonata mapping scheme, will encourage 
local naturalists to take more interest in this fascinating group of insects. 
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The Bennett Lectures 

Dr. F. W. Bennett was a Leicester medical practitioner who was active 
in many City affairs. He was one of the moving forces behind the establishment 
of the University College in 1921. He was also a member of the Museum and 
Libraries Committee and the outstanding geological collections at the Museum 
owe not a little to his enthusiasm, as he was a keen amateur geologist. He was 
President of the Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society in 1904-1905, and 
Chairman of Section C, Geology, from 1908 until 1930. Dr. Bennett died in 
1930 and· his two daughters, the Misses Hilda and Rhoda Bennett, endowed a 
lectureship at the University College of Leicester in memory of their father. No 
lecturer was appointed at that time, but in 1951 the Department of Geology was 
founded in the University. Inflation had taken its toll ·or the endowment and in 
1961 the first of a series of Bennett Lectures took place. These are given 
annually by invited leaders in the field of Geological Sciences . 

T. D. Ford 

Introduction to the lecture delivered 
in the Department of Geology, 

University of Leicester, on 3rd March 1977 

Dr. F. W. Bennett would undoubtedly have been greatly interested in 
the progressive increase of knowledge of the evolution of Man's own anatomy. 
Only a decade or so ago we had barely a dozen fossil skulls of early man and his 
relatives: today we have some hundreds and more are turning up every year, 
thanks to the efforts of many investigators, notably Richard Leakey, and our 
eminent lecturer. Michael Herbert Day has been- Professor of Anatomy in St 
Thomas's Hospital Medical School, London, since 1972. Previously he was at 
the Middlesex Hospital Medical School for some I O years. As with many well
known scientists, his interests have crossed the boundaries of one subject to 
several others and Professor Day's researches have drawn from medicine, geology, 
and biology. 

With two books and some fifty professional papers published, Professor 
Day has led the way in the meticulous careful examination and interpretation of 
many of the fragmentary human fossil remains upon which our own family tree 
is becoming more firmly based. 

T. D. Ford 
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THE ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF 
EARLY MAN IN AFRICA 

by 

M.D. DAY, M.B., B.S., PH.D. 

Professor of Anatomy, St. Thomas's Hospital Medical School, 
London. -

From the moment in 1859 that Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace, 
showed that species were not specially created but had evolved through time by 
means of variability acted upon by natural selection, it was clear that the theory 
of evolution could not escape application to man. Twelve years were to elapse, 
however, before Darwin in 1871 was bold enough to put the inevitable logic of 
his view into print in "The Descent of Man". One of the reasons for this delay 
might have been lack of "hard" evidence, in the form of fossils, for the evolu
tionary process that he had outlined. The only evidence for fossil man that had 
preceded the Darwin/Wallace pronouncement was the Gibraltar Skull that was 
recovered in 1848 and the Neanderthal skeleton recovered in 1856 - both the 
subject of debate. Nevertheless Darwin did predict that fossil ancestors of man 
would most probably be found in tropical areas where modem apes occur and in 
places rich in limestone. These predictions have proved to be remarkably 
accurate. 

During the century 1859-1959 progress was slow in the field of human 
palaeontology. with major finds in Java by Eugene Dubois (Java Man, 1891), in 
China by Davidson Black (Peking Man, 1927), in the Transvaal by Raymond 
Dart (The Transvaal Ape-Men, 1925) and in East Africa by Louis Leakey (The 
East African Ape-Men, 1959); but since 1959 progress has been spectacular. In 
Africa over 500 finds having been recorded in the past 18 years and the majority 
of these within the past seven years. The tide of discovery has flowed in such a 
way that the task of description, comparison and evaluation has almost outstrip· 
ped the resources of modem human palaeontology and has left more than a little 
confusion in its wake. It is the purpose of this lecture to try and outline the cur
rent situation by taking account of the African early hominid fossil finds, their 
geological contexts and dating, and their possible taxonomic relationships. 

The principal early hominid fossil sites in Africa are to be found in two 
groups, one in the Transvaal and the other in East Africa associated within the 
Gregory Rift Valley from Tanzania in the South, through Kenya into Ethiopia in 
the iiorth- -(Fig: 1).-The two groups differ in that those fu the Transvaal are all 
"closed" sites in the form of exposed cave deposits while those in East Africa are 
all "open" sites commonly in association with the sediments of the rift valley 
lakes or their contributory streams. Despite the differences in the sedimentary 
environments of the two groups of sites both have provided good preservation 
conditions; the cave sites are commonly associated with dolomitic limestone and 
the open sites with lacustrine and fluviatile sediments containing tuffaceous 
horizons and beds. The tuffs themselves are both water-laid and aeolian in 
character and their presence within fossiliferous sequences in East ·Africa has 
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Figure 1 The principal early hominid fossil sites in East Africa. 
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provided unrivalled opportunities for the dating of the deposits, but also on 
occasion remarkable opportunities for controversy. The limestone cave sites have 
resisted geochronological investigation for many years (Bishop 1973) but some 
progress has been reported recently (Partridge, 1973; Butzer, 1974), although 
not without clear reservations. 

The first early hominid discovery in Africa was made by Raymond Dart in 
1924; his description of·a juvenile skull from Taung (Dart, 1925) and its attri
bution to the genus and species Australopithecus africanus within the family 
Hominidae was at the time a controversial step but his foresight has been vin-
dicated since by many other discoveries (Fig. 2). Dart's conclusion that the fos~il 
demanded hominid status and the creation of a new genus and species, was based 
upon his interpretation of its anatomy. In particular heemp-hasisec(the-advanced 
features of the skull and its lack of resemblance to those of the great apes. His 
opponents, howev~r, considered that a juvenile skull with even a few pongid 
features, such as a dished face and a small brain would, on the grounds of paedo
morphosis, become even more pongid with increasing age, thus questioning his 
hominid attribution. While this dispute is a matter of history it must be said that 
the Taung skull has never received full monographic description despite the fact 
that it represents the holotype of the species A. africanus with which all other 
supposed australopithecine specimens should be compared. Indeed a recent 
suggestion that the Taung infant may be an example of the robust form of 
australopithecine has been made principally on the grounds of its revisa\, and 
therefore possibly younger, geological age (Tobias, 1973). The taxonomic con
fusion that could result from this suggestion has been outlined (Olson, 1974) 
and for the moment the matter rests. 

Between 1936 and 1949 the work of Broom and Robinson at Sterkfontein 
was rewarded by numerous hominid finds; initially these were variously attribut
ed, but the evidence clearly underlined Dart's early view of the hominid status of 
thesecreatures (Fig. 3). In addition evidence from postcranial remains added direct 
confirmation of the upright stance and bipedal gait of the australopithecines that 
h;d before been suspected indirectly from th·e cranial evidence. Between 194 7 
and 1962 Dart added to the A. africanus collection with further material from 
Makapansgat. Further finds by Broom and Robinson from Kromdraai and , 
Swartkrans near Johannesburg between 1938 and 1949 disclosed the presence of 
other hominids of different character from those recovered from Sterld"ontein 
and Makapansgat. The second group were in general larger and of a more robust 
skeletal form; in addition they showed specialised dental and gnathic features in
cluding very large molars, molarised premolars and relatively small anterior 
teeth. Subsequently Robinson put forward the view that dietary differences 
could explain the specialised features of the Swartkrans and Kromdraai denti
tions, an hypothesis that has been contested by Tobias (1967). 

Taxonomically the Transvaal early hominids caused some confusion. It is 
widely accepted that the remains from Taung, Sterkfontein and Makapansgat 
belong to one species - A. africanus; there is less agreement over the larger form 
from Kromdraai and Swartkrans. Broom believed that this form represented a 
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Figure 2 . The Taung skull. 

Figure 3 

The first australopithecine recognised by R.A. Dart in 1925. 
(Photograph by A.R. Hughes) 

The Sterkfontein skull. 

.59 

Its discovery confirmed the hominid nature of these early ape-men. 
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distinct genus, Paranthropus {with two species, P. robustus and P. crassidens) 
and Robinson (1954 et seq.) has adhered to this view, accepting Paranthropus as 
a good genus, but referring to only one species with two subspecies (P. robustus 
robustus and P. robustus crassidens). However Oakley (1954), Campbell (1964) 
and Tobias (1967) have recognised only one genus, Australopithecus, with two 
species, A. africanus and A. robustus. Mayr (1950) went even further, and sugges
ted that all the Transvaal material should be placed within the genus Homo; this 
view was modified later by Robinson (1972), who proposed that all of the 
gracile material should be placed within the genus Homo, while retaining the 
genus Paranthropus for the robust remains. Finally tlie· "Singie.Spe.cies Hypo
thesis" of australopithecine taxonomy has been put forward by Wolpoff (1968 et 
seq.) and Wolpoff and-Lovejoy (i9-75); this hypothesis ·regards-all australopithe
cine material as belonging to one species, A. africanus, many of the differences 
between specimens being attributed to sexual dimorphism. 

It is painfully clear that the taxonomic relationships of the early hominids 
from the ~arlier excavations in the Transvaal have not been clearly resolved as yet 
and will not be resolved without the consideration of the remains from other 
parts of Africa. Indeed, as we shall see, maybe not even then. 

Accurate dating of the Transvaal early hominid sites has also proved difficult 
since the sites have not proved amenable to chemical, radiometric or palaeomag
netic dating techniques, and reliance has been placed upon fauna! correlations, a 
method that has its drawbacks in a closed cave-site situation. Controversially, 
Partridge (1973) has recently used a geomorphological dating technique to 
attempt to establish the dates at which the Transvaal cave sites became open, 
thus allowing deposition with fossilization to occur within the caves. New faunal 
correlations {Vrba, 1975) have also given some dates for the Transvaal sites by 
comparison with the Olduvai fauna and the Olduvai dates. 

Table I. Dating the Transvaal cave sites 

Sites 

Taung 
Kromdraai (A & B) 
Swartkrans {SKa) 
Sterkfontein {Sts) 
Makapansgat {Mk) 

Partridge ( 1973) 

0.87 

2.57 
3.26 
3.67 
{opening of cave) 

Vrba (1975) 

0.5-1.0 
1.2-1. 75 (primary beccia) 
1.75-2.5 
2.1-2.4 
(filling of cave) 

Dates given in millions of years B.P. 
The variation in the dates given in table I isremarkable and illustrates the 

immense difficulty of interpreting and correlating the complex stratigraphy in 
the Transvaal cave deposits. Recently, however, 6 stratigraphic units have been 
described as Members 1-111 at Sterkfontein, and two Members have been describ
ed at Swartkrans. 

The classical Transvaal southern African sites have thus produced much im
portant early hominid material and seem likely to continue to do so. Sadly, the 
remains tend to be isolated, fragmentary and often distorted in poor strati
graphic context and of uncertain date - difficult conditions under which to 
work. 

• 
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The situation in East Africa has been very different. 
The first significant early hominid finds from East Africa were made at 

Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania in 1959 by the late Dr. L.S.B. Leakey, his wife Dr. 
Mary Leakey and their co-workers. The Gorge is a canyon about 30 miles long 
cut into the Serengeti Plain north of Lake Eyasi and west of Ngorongoro Crater. 
The fossiliferous strata are bedded and rest on a lava basement in the eastern 
part of the gorge and are numbered, from below upwards, I-IV; these are follow
ed by the Masek, Ndutu and Naisiusiu Beds. Olduvai therefore contains a fine 
stratigraphic record of about the past two million years in a small basin that has 
been the site of periodic deformation and faulting. The geology of the area has 
recently been described in detail (Hay, 1976). The deposits consist oflacustrine, 
fluviatile and tuffaceous aeolian deposits that were faulted after Bed I times. The 
site of a former Pleistocene lake shoreline is cut by the gorge and many of the 
hominid fossil finds have been made, and living sites identified, in this area. 

The first important find was made in Bed I at site FLK; it consisted of a fine 
robust australopithecine cranium (O.H.5) and it was recovered from a bentonitic 
clay living-floor, in association with stone tools and animal remains (Fig.4). The 
cranium is virtually complete and undistorted and contains a full dentition. It re
mains the finest robust australopithecine cranium from anywhere in Africa. Con
ventional potassium-argon dating of the layer gave a date of 1.75 m.y.B.P., 
which was subsequently confirmed by fission track analysis (Fleischer et al., 
1965). Originally termed Zinjanthropus boisei (Leakey, 1959), it was later (fol
lowing a study by Tobias, 1967) included 'within the genus Australopithecus. 
This was therefore the first securely dated australopithecine skull from Africa 
and extended the geographic range of these forms within the continent. Anato
mically, the skull was remarkable for its small brain volume (about 530 cc), its 
large face, its heavy molar and premolar dentition, and its massive cranial but
tressing; features that have evolved to withstand chewing stresses and to give 
attachment to nuchal and masticatory musculature on a· small cranium. 

Soon after this find, further -remains came to light. at Olduvai, remains that 
led to the creation of a new species of man, Homo habilis, in 1964. These bones, 
of the same geological age as the previous find, included a juvenile jaw, a pair of 
juvenile skull vault bones, some juvenile hand bones and an adult foot. The 
possible size of the brain represented by the skull vault bones coupled with the 
features of the hand and foot (that indicated manipulative ability and bipedality 
of an advanced kind) led to the taxonomic conclusion that these remains repre-
sented a new species which could not be included within the genus Australo
pithecus (Leakey, Tobias and Napier, 1964 ). This decision was controversial 
an,f ·led . to a lively debate. Stone tools of a primitive kind, known as the 
Oldowan culture, were found at both the robust australopithecine site at Olduvai 
as well as at the Homo habilis level, thus the authorship of the tools was also in 
doubt; but opinion has gradually hardened into accepting that their manufacture 
is best attributed to the more "advanced" creature. At that time the tools were 
the earliest known artifacts from any site in the world and indeed they may still 
be able to to claim that distinction. 

Early hominid field research in East Africa continued to expand with the 
exploration of an area to the east of Lake Turkana (formerly Lake RudoIO by 
Mr. Richard Leakey, the son of Dr. Louis Leakey and Dr. Mary Leakey. The area 
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Figure 4 Olduvai Hominid 5. 
A magnificent robust australopithecine skull from Olduvai Gorge, East~ 
Africa, recovered by L.S.B. Leakey in 1959. 
(Photograph by R. Klomfass) 
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was formerly known as East Rudolf but is now termed the Koobi Fora region. 
The research area is extensive and covers about ·1,000 sq.kilometres from Ileret 
in the north to Allia Bay in the south, and from the shores of Lake Turkana in 
the west, to the Miocene volcanic hills in the east. The research area has been 
sub-divided into numbered areas each corresponding to a region of exposure of 
fossiliferous sediments (Fig. 1 ). 

The basin of Lake Turkana seems to be of great antiquity and basement rocks 
are exposed in only the extreme north-east of the research area. On these rests a 
long succession of Miocene to early Pliocene volcanics and fossiliferous sedi
ments. Downwarping along the axis of the lake bed led to the deposition of a 
long series of late Pliocene to early Pleistocene sedimentary beds which are inter
spersed with rocks of the earlier volcanic series. The principal hominid-bearing 
beds in the Koobi Fora Formation, which has been divided into an Upper and a 
Lower Member, are separated by the KBS tuff, a crucial layer the dating of 
which has been, and still is, a matter of dispute. 

The present day terrain of the area presents a semi-arid landscape with sparse 
thorn-scrub cover, sand rivers and many erosional features. It is from these ex
posures that the majority of the Koobi Fora remains have been recovered as 
surface finds. The first of these finds was a robust australopithecine of the 
character of the hyper-robust Olduvai Hominid 5 specimen; small-brained, large 
jawed and with extensive cranial cresting and buttressing. One important dif
ference was that in this assemblage there were two other crania of similar type 
but with less development of the cresting and buttressing. These crania (KNM
ER 732 and KNM-ER 407) have been widely regarded as the female counter
parts of skulls such as KNM-ER 406 from the same site, and indeed the same 
area of the same site. The geographic and temporal coincidence of two hominid 
skulls that share derived or specialised characters yet show differences from 
KNM-ER 406 that are acceptably explained as sexual dimorphism seems to argue 
strongly against the 'Single Species Hypothesis' of australopithecine evolution. 

At an early stage in the work at Koobi Fora there were signs that remains 
attributable to the species Homo erectus were going to be recovered; Homo 
erectus is a form of true man principally known from Asian sites near Peking and 
in Java (Peking Man and Java Man). A mandible with worn teeth (KNM-ER 730) 
had clear similarities to those of man of the species Homo erectus (Day and 
Leakey, 1973) and this was followed by an even more strikingly Homo erectus
like jaw (KNM-ER 992) (Leakey and Wood, 1973). Postcranial remains were 
found (KNM-ER 737 and KNM-ER 803) (Day and Leakey, 1973 and 1974) with 
femora recalling the Peking Homo erectus femora in a suite of morphological 
characters that are distinct from those of the australopithecines and from Homo 
sapiens. Cranial evidence was scanty at first but a strong clue was given by a 
small fragment of cranial vault (KNM-ER 1466); it was thick, as in Homo 
erectus, while australopithecine vault bones are thin. Two further pieces of evi
dence seemed to clinch the presence of Homo erectus at Koobi Fora, a pelvic 
fragment (KNM-ER 3228) with remarkable similarities to the Olduvai Homo 
erectus pelvis (O.H. 28), and finally a beautiful and virtually complete skull 
(KNM-ER 3733). The clear likeness of this skull to those from Peking led to its 
allocation to Homo erectus without further ado (Leakey and Walker, 1976). 

One of the first results of this series of finds was to put paid to the 'Single 
Species Hypothesis' of hominid evolution since the existence of a robust form of 
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australopithecine and Homo erectus at the same place and at the same time must 
deny their ancestor descendant relationship. However sympatry is always easier 
to demonstrate than synchronicity and the Koobi Fora site is not without its 
dating problems. 

At this point it may be useful to review the position of the robust australo
pithecine (A. cf. robustus) materia_Land the hominine (H. cf. erectus) material 
against a compressed time scale (Fig. S). 

Less easy to place, however, morphologically or chronometrically, was a 
group of remains from Area 131 below the KBS tuff that separates the Upper 
and Lower Members of the Koobi Fora Formation. This tuff was dated at 
2.6 m.y.B.P.± .26 m.y.B.P. (Fitch and Miller, 1970 and 1976). From this area a 
cranium with mixed morphological features (KNM-ER 1470) was recovered; 
some of these features were australopithecine and some were hominine. The 
hominine features mcluded a crarual capacity of about 775 cc; and indications of 
large anterior teeth while the australopithecine features included thin walled 
vault bones and a 'bell-curve' posterior profile. In addition to this cranium, 
femora were found that differ from australopithecine femora and show some H. 
erectus-like features. These were startling finds at a supposed 2.6 m.y.B.P. Un
fortunately the dating of the KBS tuff is the subject of dispute. The initial date 
of 2.6± .26 m.y.B.P. was obtained by using the argon 40/argon39 ratio method 
but subsequent concentional potassium-argon dating of the same tuff, prompted 
by faunal discrepancies, led to a date of 1.6-1.8 m.y.B.P. (Curtis et al. 1975). 
Palaeomagnetic determinations on the Koobi Fora sequence can be made to 
correspond with the world geomagnetic polarity column if an approximately one 
million year time loss is accepted within the sequence of the Uppe_r_Member and 
indeecf some ·aisconfurmities have been found (Fig. 6A). If on the other hand, 
these disconformities are assumed to indicate a time loss of small duration, and 
the younger date is accepted for the KBS tuff, there are new problems with the 
dating of the underlying Tulu Bor tuff which is widely regarded as being firmly 
dated at 3. f8 m.y .B.P. (Fig. 6 Band ·c).Additional results on-thepal.aeomagnetfo · 
stratigraphy of the Koobi Fora Formation have not yet resolved the position 
(Hillhouse et ~l., 1977) and in a note.added in proof to this paper it state that 
because of difficulties in tuff correlation a stratigraphic gap could also exist in 
the Lower Member of the Koobi Fora Formation. One possible solution could 
be that an "unnamed and undated tufr' now termed the Tulu Bor at Area 1 OS 
(the Type Area of the KBS) is in fact much younger. This in turn would depend 
on the (at present) unestablished correlation between the KBS and the Tulu Bor 
at Areas 105 and 129 (the Type Area for the Tuhi Bor) (Fig. 6D). No doubt 
these problems will be resolved by further field and laboratory work, but fo'r the 
present there is no easy solution, and at this point it would seem wise therefore 
to assume that the named tuffs in the area are only known safely from their 
Type Areas or from areas that are closely adjacent. The problem is f\lrther com
plicated by the new fission track results on Zircon crystals from the K.B.S. tuff 
which tend to confirm an older date of about 2.4 m.y.B.P. (Hurford et al., 
1976). 
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Figure 5 African Plio-Pleistocene hominids arranged in three groups against a 
compressed time scale to illustrate their possible contemporarities and 
phylogenetic relationships. 
(OH - Olduvai Hominids; ER - East Rudolf; Sts - Sterkfontein; SK -
Swartkrans; Kr - Kromdraai; MLD - Makapansgat). 
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The possible presence of A. africanus in East African deposits is another un
resolved problem. The original debate over the validity of Homo habilis as a 
taxon at Olduvai turned on this question since the more gracile material from 
this site was believed by some to represent an East African variant of the Trans
vaal gracile form. Remains from the lower levels, below Member G, of the Omo 
deposits in Ethiopia are said to have similarities to those of A. africanus while 
those above this level resemble H. habilis (Howell, 1976). In another part of 
Ethiopia an exciting new site has produced numerous hominid finds in a good 
state of preservation (Johanson and Taieb, 1976). Hadar is situated in the Afar 
Triangle of the Hom of Africa and is within the northernmost extent of the East 
African Rift Valley. The Plio-Pleistocene strata of this area have been termed the 
Central Afar Group and include a number of sequences totalling some 140 
metres of deposits. The sediments represent lacustrine, lake margin and associa
ted fluvial deposits interspersed with volcanic tuffs and a single basalt flow. The 
hominid finds are in two principal groups, one about 40 metres above the basalt. 
The basalt is dated at about 2.9-3.0 ±. 0 .. 2m.y.B.P. (Taieb et al., 1976: Aronson 
et al., 1977). One of the important finds from this site is a pair of associated 
bones that form a knee joint and another,is a partial skeleton (Al 288-1). Both 
show marked resemblance to A. africanus material from Sterkfontein in South 
Africa although the dental remains of the partial skeleton show some primitive 
features. In addition to this contribution to the problem of A. africanus in East 
Africa there is another skull known as KNM-ER 1813 provisionally regarded as 
from the Upper Member of the Koobi Fora Formation. This almost complete 
cranium is very small (capacity c.500 cc) with a rounded vault, a slightly pro
jecting nasal skeleton and teeth that are smaller than those of most australo
pithecines and yet almost identical in form with those of an Olduvai hominid 
(O.H. 13) that has been attributed to Homo habilis. The precise stratigraphic 
relationship of KNM-ER 1813 to other material from Koobi Fora is at present in 
doubt but should it prove to belong to the Upper Member then it will be syn
chronic with KNM-ER 406 (a robust australopithecine) and KNM-ER 3733 (a 
clear Homo erectus). This would indicate the contemporaneous presence of 
three distinct hominid taxa at Koobi Fora. Should it prove to come from the 
Lower Member then it could represent a transitional form between A. africanus 
and Homo erectus and thus fit into the Homo habilis category of Leakey, Tobias 
and Napier (1964). In that event the two lines shown in Fig. ·s and labelled cf. 
A. africanus and cf. H. erectus could more easily merge into one in -an ancestor 
descendant relationship. A further facet of the A. africanus problem is shown by 
the remains from Laetolil in Tanzania. At this site Dr. Mary Leakey has recently 
recovered over a dozen hominid finds of teeth and jaws in well dated Plio
Pleistocene deposits of- about 3.75 m.y.B.P. of age. These early specimens are 
limited in extent but they are clearly not robust australopithecine and show a 
num her of similarities to A. africanus material from the Transvaal as well as 
some advanced hominid traits. They have been attributed provisionally as cf. 
Homo sp. indet. in conformity with the practice of attributing material to the 
group with which it shares its most advanced features (Leakey et al., 1976). 

The most recent contribution to the problem of the evolution of the genus 
Homo in Africa and its relationship to the genus Australopithecus comes from 
almost where the story began, at Sterkfontein in the Transvaal. After many years 
of endeavour Prof. P.V. Tobias assisted by A.R. Hughes was rewarded while ex-
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cavating the West Pit. Here they reported the recognition of stratigraphy within 
the pit filling, including three lower layers that are untouched· and two upper 
layers that have been productive. It has been claimed that Layer 4, without 
stone tools, con'tains australopithecine remains at a date of 2.5-3.0 m.y.B.P. and 
that ·Layer 5 at a date of 1.5-2.0 m.y.B.P. contains a new skull (Stw 53) and 
some tools. The dating is based upon bovid fauna] correlations. Provisionally the · 
skull appears to be small and fragmentary yet it is claimed to have some similar
ities to those attributed to Homo habilis from Olduvai and to one similarly 
attributed from Swartkrans (SK 847) (Hughes and Tobias, 1977). It is claimed 
that the West Pit at Sterkfontein, with its half million year stratigraphic gap be
tween Layers 4 and 5, straddles the threshold of hominine evolution and con
firms the view that the genus Homo does not exist prior to about two million 
years B.P. and that the genus emerged out of the genus Australopithecus at that 
time (Tobias, 1977). Such a claim must reject all of the Laetolil and some of the 
Hadar hominids as members of the genus Homo with which they have been com
pared (Leakey et al., 1976: Johanson and Taieb, 1976) and presumably consign 
them to A. africanus. · 

This brief review o(the current position of the study of the origin and evolu
tion of man in Africa perhaps will serve to bring into focus some of the problems 
that face those who seek for the best hypothesis to fit the presently known 
"facts" of the situation. It is clearly paradoxical that at once a seeming wealth of 
fossil hominid material is only an incomplete representation of the morphology 
of the species involved and an infinitesimal sample of the populations that 
existed. Palaeotaxonomy must be built on morphology; that is, the recognition 
of those features (or groups of features) that set aside a specimen (or a group of 
specimens) from others to such an extent that the variability observed cannot be 
accepted as intraspecific variation. One approach to phylogeny is to set such a 
series of successive taxonomic opinions into a reliable time frame. Stratigraphy 
is still an important key to that time frame since geophysical dating and cor
relative methods have already shown that they are not an infallible guide to 
chronology. 

The role of the field geologist in the search for man's ancestors is still a 
crucial one and demands many skills - skills shown particularly by the late Pro
fessor W.W. Bishop, both a good friend and a former Bennett Lecturer. But 
perhaps the real key to progress has been the international and interdisciplinary 
nature of the research terms that have been most successful in recent years. 

Geologists, palaeontologists, anatomists, anthropologists, archaeologists, 
palynologists, geophysicists and many others have worked together and made 
their contributions to the common goal, that of finding the fossil remains of our 
ancestors and obtaining from the fossils and the sediments all the information 
that we can to aid our understanding of human evolution. 
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